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The Worth Carolina Marine Educadon Manual is a collect of ~"i g
North Carolina public school teachers and university professors, It is designed to help middle ~boo
teachers put marine perspectives into their lessons. The activities cah be modified for 'g er or
grades.

The manual was created under a UNC Sea Grant project titled "Man and the SeacoasL" Dr. Dirk
Frankeuberg was the principal investigator. The Resource Unit Development Committee, directed by Dr.
William Rickards of Neth Carolina State University, assisted with material production.

This volume coilsists of separate units that cover environmental aspects of the coast such as
geology, ecology and seawater. An additional unit covers facets of coastal history and anthropology. An
appendix provides i.nformation on state and federal agencies, field trip guides and safety, film company
addresses, aud keeping aquaria.

We wish to acknowledge the cooperation we have received from other marine education projects,
the N. C. Aquariums, the N.C. Department of Public Instruction and the National Marine Educators
Association. We especially wish to thank the people whose enthusiasm and contributions made this project
possible � the following North Carolina teachers:

1977 'Man and the Seacoast" teachers

Charlie Baker, Wells Baker, Edna Bell, John Britt, Fay Edwards, Marie Farris, George Glasson,
Gwendolyn Guerrant, Clayton A. Harpold, Linda L. Helms, Katherine Helsing, Jan Jones, Connie Long,
Lillie R, Mclnnis, Martha S, Mallard, Mary Olsou, Laurie Oppenheimer, Donna Pan.ish, Barbara Ratliff,
Julia Tingle, and Susan Warren.

1977 "Man and the Seacoast" staff

Dr. David Brower, Dr. Dirk Frankcnbcrg, Dr. Richard King, Dr. Jerry Machemehl, Dr. David
Phelps, Dr. James Sabella, Dr. John D. Seelye, and Dr. Williain N. Still, Graduate assistants: Johanna
Bazzolo, Mike Duncan and Joe Gutierrez.

1977 "Resource Unit Development Comtnittee

Pat Francis, Allen Leuk. James Futrell, Ron Ferrell, Avonne Williainson and Ann Watkins.

1986 Contributors

Fred Beyers and Getty Madrazo made many suggestions. Geologist Rebecca Enos reviewed and
updated this edition.

The North Carolina Marine Educarion Manual was developed through the interaction and involve-
mem of' people interested in marine education. UNC Sea Grant would like to continue the involvement by
inviting your opinions and suggestions for topics and acdvities. In this way, we can remain responsive to
your needs with new addidons to the manual. Please address your comments to: UNC Sea Grant, Box
8605, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, N.C. 27695-8605.



This Marine Education Manual is designed to provide educationaI materials that can be used to
supplement existing cumcula, We have found that students often have an inherent interest in the ocean.
We hope that many students will be stimulated by inarine-oriented materials in this book, and that they will
learn not only about the ocean, but also about the general scientific phenomena that make the ocean
explicable. We also hope these materials will help teach science through demonstration of general science
concepts using marine examples.

The first unit of the Marine Education Manual provides marine-oriented matenals in geology and
geography. These materials focus specifically on North Carolina, but all are adaptable to other areas. Unit
One COntainS inaterials designed to suppl ement program featureS Of North Carolina'S COurse Of study plans
in Earth and Space for the Intermediate Grades, and Earth Science for the Middle School/Junior High
Ievefs.

Materials on large-scale tectonic forces of continental drift have been included. We also examine
the developinent of North Carolina's coastal plain and the wind and water movements that shape Lhe barrier
islands and sounds. For each topic, we have included a resouice section that contains information on
films, books and free materials. However, the background reading provided for each topic is designed to
provide enough information to work through suggested activities with students.

Table 1 provides a summary of the activities presented in Unit One in relation to the recom-
mended program features of the North Carolina state curriculum guide  Course of Study for Efernenrary
and Secondary ScAoo/s A-/2. 1977, pages 139-148!.

Program features include knowledge/content objectives. The objectives have been generalized
into broad categories to simplify the table, Process skill is a term used to include observing, classifying,
using numbers, inferring, interpreting data, control ling variables, experimenting, and formulating models.
Manipulative skills include those that tend to develop an investigation: recording, comparing, planning,
inventing. discussing, reporting, writing, graphing and criticizing, We hope this table will make it easier to
insert these activities into lesson plans.

Tabh.' 2 lists goals accompanied by behavioral objectives for Coastal Geology. These are to help
you present this material to your students.

»te activities in this marine Education Manual are suggestions of ways that information on North
Carolina's fascinating coast can be transferred to the classroom. Simulation is the name ol the garne. Most
activitcs in this unit involve constructing and manipulating models. A valuable part of rnodcl-making is
discussing how models relate to real situations. Only the framework of sctivites is described because
teachers may want to modify each lesson to suit their grade or class levels. Specific equipment is minimal,
leaving rnaxiinal need for inventiveness and enthusiasin. We hope these activites wilI generate an under-
standing of what is happening on the North Carolina coasL



Table 1. Correlation of acti vites ~ith some skills and program features recommended
by the N.C. Department of Education,



TabIe 2: Goals and Behavioral Objectives

g To present the tectonic origin of North Carolina's geologic structure and the subsequent
effect in which erosion and sedimentation shaped the coastal plain and continental shelf.

Concept I: North Carolina's physical features are a result of plate tectonics, weathering and
sediment deposition.

Behavioral Objectives: Upon completion of this concept, the student should be able

I. To show how crustal plates move to form and close. ocean basins.

2. To draw contour lines from a marine depth chart and locate continental shelf,
slope and ocean basin.

Concept 2: Sediment layers in coastal Iandforms preserve records of past sea level changes and
sediment movemcnL

Behavioral Objectives: Upon completion of this concept, the student should be able

I. To expiain the source of sediment from coastal plains and explain how scientists
investigate sediments,

2. To show how fossils are I'ormed and identify two fossils found in North Carolina.

~ To describe the present coastal environmental features of barrier islands, sounds and
estuaries, and to indicate dynamic processes affecting these features.

Concept I: Barrier islands develop when the ocean shapes coastal sands,

Behavioral Objectives: Upon completion of this concept, the student should be able

I. To make a model of a barrierisland and show how longshore transport can change
its shape.

2. To identify at least two types of sedimentary particles found in North Carolina
sands.

Concept 2; Bamcr island ecology is an interaction of beaches, dunes, maritime forests and
marshes.

Behavioral Objectives: Upon completion of this concept, the student should be able
I. To name and locate two inlets and three islands of North Carolina.

2. To describe how sand dunes form and move.

Concept 3: «tumine systems develop in sheltered waters during periods of rising sea level,



Behavioral Objectives: Upon completion of this concept, the student should be able

1. To identify the following parts of a barrier island/estuarine system: beach, dunes,
maritime forest, marsh, sound and river.

2. To describe clues indicating whether a coasdine is submerging or emerging,

«ncept 4: North Carolina's estuarine system is large and linked together by circulation of
brackish water.

Behavioral Objectives Upon compledon of this concept, t e st~nt should be able

l. To recogni~ a mmne chart, read depts and be able to Plot a route for a ship
leaving a port using navigational symbols.

2. To predict where to find the saltiest and freshest water in an estuary.





Geologists' new view of the earth is of continents dnfting rnajesti-
cally from place to place, of mountains and island chains forming
like rumples in rugs pushed together, of oceans opening and
closing.

The earth's seemingly rigid crust, these geologists say, actually
consists ofa crazy quilt of great rafts, or "plates," that are much like
huge ice floes jostling about on a frozen sea. From 30 lo I00 miles
thick, the plates slowly move, carrying the continents and ocean
basins with them.

Sliding over a hot, semiplastic layer below, the rigid plates grind
and crush together, causing earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.
They crack, usually in theocean basins where they are thinnest,and
lhe pieces move apart. In the cracks, molten rock wells up and
solidifies, like new ice forming. Along other edges, the plates are
just as steadily destroyed. They bend downward, forming the
deep oceanic trenches, and slide beneath an opposing plate or edge
of a continent to be consumed within earth's interior.

"This Changing Earth," National Geographic. 1973  I! page 7.
 Figure I!.

North Carolina science teachers can use the physical features of the
state to introduce tectonic theories. Some of the following inquiries can be
discussed using lectonic explanations.

L How did North Carolina get its western mountains?

Part of North Carolina formed the floor of an ancient sea basin, The
coflision of the two plates forced the sedimentary layers to buckle and fold,
resulting in jagged mountain peaks similar to the Rockies. These peaks
have em!ed dOwn lO the preSent AppalaC hian MOunlains.

2. If the rock forming the Appalachians was originafly the sea
floor, why are few fossils found in North Carolina's
mountains?

Basically, the initial collision of the two plates occurred close to
North Carolina  the leading edge!, Thc deformation stress was so intense
that the sedimentary layers, including the fossils, were altered by metamor-
phism,

3. Why is the coastal plain so flat?

The coastal plain is a result of the erosional sediment from the
Appalachians, For mote than 200 million years, sediment has washed down
the rivers and deposited into the ocean. These layers eventually built up a
wide, gently sloping piain that extends from the "fall line" lo the edge of the
continental shelf, Since the coastal plain was formed after the plates
coflided and after much of the subsequent spreading of the Atlantic Ocean
basin, it is considered the trailing edge of the American plate.
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Once the general design of the plate tectonic theory is understood, it
is relatively easy to place geologic features of North Carolina in relation tn
plate movements. The mountains of North Carolina are now thought to
have originated in a collision between two ancient plates that preceded
formation of the Atlantic Ocean, As the Atlantic Ocean developed by
spreading of the Mid-Atlan0c Ridge, the ocean basin widened and the slow
process of weathering, erosion and deposition began to form the sediment
that now comprises the coastal plain and continental shelf.

4. What evidence is found in North Carolina of the great rift
that split apart Pangaea to form the Atlantic Ocean?

The Deep River  Dwham and vicinity, see 1985 Geologic map of
North Carolina! and Dan River basins  Stokes and Rockingham
counties, see 19S5 Geologic Map! are part of a series of long, narrow
depositional basins that stretch from North Carolina to Nova Scotia in a
northeastwardly trend. These basins were formed by normal Faults that
developed on either side of the great rift during the Triassic Period.

ln North Carolina, the rocks of the Triassic basins are composed of
red, brown, purple or gray mudstones, sandstones and conglomerates that
were deposited in marsh, lake and fluvial environments. Coal bed and
black shales of the North Carohna Triassic basins have yielded abundant
plant fossils that mirror remains oF ancient ferns, cycads and conifers.
Occasionally, freshwater bivalves and vertebrate fossils have also been
found m Trrassjc rocks.



Vocabulary

Appalachians - the mountains of North Carolina resulting from plate
collision. The metamorphic rocks of these mountains were
deformed by the stress of being on the leading edge of colliding
plates.

Bathymetric - deep ocean water contour measurements.

Coastal plain - a strip of land of indefinite width that extends from the
seashore to thc first major change in terrain features. In North
Carolina, it consists of sedimentary rocks and has been inundated
by the sca many times in geologic history.

Continental shelf - the sea floor adjacent to a continent extending from
the low water mark to the change in slope, usually about 600 feet.
�00 m, l00 fathoms!.

Continental slope � the ocean bottom between the cominental shelf and the
deep sea floor.

Contour line - a line on a chart or map connecting points of equal value, such
as elevation or depth.

Fall I inc - an imaginary line or narrow zone that separates the Piedmont from
thc coastal plain region, marked by a change in topography such that
rivers have waterfaHs at this poinc

I'late tectonics - thc theory of global dynamics in which the earth' s
surface is divided into individual plates that move in response to
processes in the upper mant]e. The plate margins undergo consid-
erable activity, This theory supports the idea of "continental drift."

Rift - the split of a plate of crustal material.

Sea level - the boundary between land and sea water. Sea level varies in
relation to the rise and fall of the land and with alteration o f the
ocean basin and volume of water or both

Sonar - "Sound Navigation and Ranging" is a technique using underwater
sound and echoes to determine water depth and location of
underwater features.

Trailing edge - the side of a plate that does not collide with another plate.



How Did the Atlantic Ocean Get Here?
Plate Tectonics

ObjeetiVe To simulate the mid-Atlantic Ridge arrd todiacoverhOw OCean baains gpreaL

l.

Fold the paper in hal f. Insert it between the two desks  Or if desks are not
available, two even stacks of books may be used.! Refer to Figure 2.

Procedure

2.

Crem part of the left side of the paper and fold it over on the desk. Label
this part "North America" You might even want to locate North Carolina.
Crease part of theright side and fold it over on the other desk, Label it
"Africa," This simulates the single, joined continent before it breaks up.
 Perhaps you could mention Pangaea.!.

3.

Slowly pull each half from the center, This represents the rift or split of the
supercontinenL As the rift becomes wider, color it blue. This represents the
oceanic basin.  Figure 2!Figure 2

4.

Pull the rift out farther and color the new part blue. The Atlantic Ocean is
continuing to widen, The place where the rift begins is in thc mid-Atlantic
Ridge � a chain of volcanic mountains extending north of Iceland and
south of Africa.

Discussion 1.

What does this activity tell about the age of the rocks close to the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge and those near the continents?  young nearest Ridge!
2.

Me Mid-Atlantic Ridge, as the name implies, is very near the rniddle of the

Teacher Preparation Each pair Of students should have a sheet of paper  possibly a large pieCe Of
newsprint!; a work surface such as two desks pushed closely together, and a
crayon or pencil,



t ocean. After doing the activity, can you explain this?  ocean formed either
side!

3.

Where does the material that flows out of the rift originate?  mantle of earth!

4.

Where do you think the most volcanic activity occurs - near North Carolina
or near the Mid-Atlantic Ridge?  Mid-Atlantic Ridge! Why?

Plate Tectonic Puzzle

Teacher PreparationCut out the continental puzzle pieces given on the Following pages, Mount or
laminate them for longer use. Supply thc. students wil.h the changes of Pangaca
through time to the present day continental arrangement  or you can convert to
transparencies for overhead projecl.ion!.  Figures 3-6!

l.

Locate the continental shapes in their present-day posit.ions on a globe.
Pr ocedure

2.

Locate- and name the continents on the map of Pangaea. Thc shapes of
lhese will not correspond exactly since the pieces are continenls and the
map shows continental blocks. ~is includes the continental shelf that
extends underwater from shore.!

3.

Move the puzzle pieces into the Pangaea arrangement. Then move them,
step by step, to their present locations, following the dril ting pattern given
on the time line.  Figures 4,5,6!.

Discussion
As you make each move, describe how the continents drifted, their approx i-
mate directions, rotations, attachments and eventual positions,

TO demonstrate that the earth's Crust COnsiStS of mOving plales which change ObjeCti Ve
positions over time, and that North Carolina's geological features are traceable
to this process,



2.

What mountain range was formed when India "crashed" into Asia? From
the diagrams, can you say something about the age of these mountains?
 The Himalayas, less than 65 million years old.!

3.

Look at the approximate position of North Carolina on the map of Pangaea,
If mountains are formed as plates collide, when might the Appalachians
have fooued?  When Pangaea was formed, morc than 225 million years
ago.!

4.

In the map of the present arrangement of continental blocks, the edges of
these blocks do not look like our present coastl ines, Give a reason for this.
 Sea level is higher now than thc edge of the blocks. The continental shelf
is often a better outline to match.!

5.

Which type of coastline does North Carolina have? Leading or trailing
edge of a plate block?  Trailing edge!
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10
Figure 4. Crttstal Plate Movement beginning 225 million !'ears ago,

End of Paleozoic Era and beginning of Mesozoic Era,

Pangaea
225 million years ago

180 million years ago



Figure 5. Mesozoic Movemenf

135 million years ago

65 xnillion years ago
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Figure 6. Present Crustal Configuration
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Procedure1.
Look carefully at thc chait of the waters off the coast or No th Carolina.
The numbers on thc chart represent the depth of thc water in fathoms �
fathom = 6 feet! at incan low water.

2.
Note that water depth increases from the shoreline. With your finger, trace
the 20-fathom depth along the shore. from Cape Fear to Cape Hatteras.
Notice that it is sometimes near the shore and sometimes farther out-
marking ihe presence of shoals and shaBow water.

3.
With a pencil  in case you inake a inistake the first lime!, draw a solid line
connecting the areas that would be 20 fathoms deep. This line is called a
contour line.

4.
With a pencil, draw four more contour lines for depths of 50 fathoms, 100
fathoms, 1,000 fathoms, and 2,000 fathoms.

5.
The continental shelf is relative! y shallow and inay be defined by being less
than 100 fathoms. Color the continental shelf yellow.

6.

The continental slope is steep, and thc water depths increase rapidly in a
short distance. ll. gradually becomes the continental ri se and ocean basin.
Color the area between 100 to 1,000 fathoms red. Color the ocean floor
blue.

Discussion

What might bc a disadvantage to using a knotted rope to take soundings of
the depths? What inightbe a disadvantage in using sonar? What would be
the advantages of sonar?

Discuss the importance of bathymetric contouring as it relates to riavigation
and commercial fishing.

What relation is there between water depth and the posiuon of the capes?

4,
What advantages would accrue to a state with a wide conunental shelP.
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150 175 20050 75

Profile Chart of North Carolina's Continental Shelf and Slope

feet.fathoms or

l. Label the shelf and slope
2. The deepest part shown is

� feet = 1 fathom!

100 125

miles from land
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Crossword Puzzle
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Answer Sheet for Word Games

Crossword PuzzleHidden Word Game

J
,~ mountains Piedmont

earthquake
plate crust.
trench
tectonics
mid-ocean ridge
trailing edge
leading edge
lava

coastal plain
fall line
erosion
Piedmont
sea level
rift

Appalar.hians
continental shelf

Down

l. sea level
2. coastal plain
3, rift
4. continental shelf
5. plate tectonics
6. trailing edge

Across

l. Appalachians
2. fall hne
3. continental slope
4. leading edge
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Resources

FilmS I. "Continental Drift': 10 min�color, National Film Board of Canada.

2. "En the Beginning". 28 min., free loan, U.S. Geological Survey.

3, "Sea Patterns, Sea Cycles": "Exploring the Ocean Hoor" - Six film-
strips. Cypress Publishing Co. I 763 Garden Avenue, Glendale,
CA 91204.

4, "The Land Beneath the Sea"  MN-10280!; 25 min., color, free loan,
U,S. Department of the Navy.

5. "This Land"; 39 min., free loan, Shell Filin Library,

Printed Materials 1. Hardbottom Distribution Map, UNC Sca Grant, Box 8605, N.C.
State University, Raleigh, N.C. 27695-8605. $5. Depicts the
flora and fish associated wit.h the continental shell in Onslow Bay,
N.C. Also includes a map of ihe hardbottoms in the bay.

2. Pamphlets from Encyclopedia Britannica:

Earth and Geology  one free, others 25 cents!

3. Pamphlets available from the U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S.
Geological survey. Up to 50 free,

Glaciers - A Water Resource; Geological Times; Landforms of the
U8.; Our Changing Continent; The Great Ece Age.

2. Dietz, Robert S. and John C. Holden. 1970. The Breakup of Pa@gaea.
Scientific American, Oct., 223 �!: 30-41.

3. Field Trip Guidebook. I 985. Assoc.iation of Engineering Geologists
28th Annual Meeting,

4. Fodor, R,V. Earth in Motion; the concept of p/ate tectonics. 1978. 95
pgs.  Written for young students.!

5. ISCS. 1972. Probing the /Vatrtrrtl Worid: Port 3. Crttsty Probferns
Silver Burdett: General Learniitg Corporation, Morristown,
NJ, pp. 1-24, $5.95.  Excellent explanation of continental drifL!

References l. Alexander, Tom. 1975, 4 Jtevolrrtion coiled Plate Tectonics Has Givers
Us a Whole Netv Earth.. Smithsonian, 5 I 0!:30-39.
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t 6. Matthews,Sam. 1973. This Changiag Furth. National Geograhpic, 143
�!; !-38,

7, Tailing, Don and Maureen. l971. Conlfeenhd Drjfr, Doubleday and Co,

Inc., New York.
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t edge of the continent were reworked ~~ ~ -~ D ~ of4rid redcposiicd. During peri olow~level.new~imeniswered p ed fd, l t emposited on top of Ihe limestone
terial Thus.ifweex~;net k fth N ~C

coastal Plain we find a discontinuoUs ~ocord of ancient manne cnviron-
rnents.

Table 3 illustrates the vert,~l
found in eastern North Carolina. The f
eely and ~ simih to then natural position ill the ~ wid d e  gd t
fo~auon at the hottoin and the yottrig<st formaum at th top.

yp dmcn din th< table are verygeneraiized Innature,
rocks within a formation often vary both lpfpfQQy ~ v~ly
n~s, composit'on, g"ize and color All of th, f~dons lis&, with
the exCeptiun Of lhe PungO River FOrrrtanOn ~ exp@~ at d~ S~~
somewhere in the coastai Plain of North Carolina. Rock exposures  out-
mp ! ~co te ound along nve a d creek btmks, hill, ides, tughway cuts

and ques. NumemM out m i~~it,es ~ d~ri~ in d�ref~ces
listed at the end of this uniL

The Pungo River Formatiort is exposed at thc Tcxasgulf Chemical
Co,'s open pit phosphate mine in A~rst. Here, the Pungo River Formauon
occurs 80 to l20 feet below the current land surface and consists of dark
gray, phosphate-rich sands, clays artd l irricstones. These phosphate-rich
sediments are thought to have been deposited when the area was at the edge
of the continental shelf and covered by 300 to 600 feet of sea water.

The exposed Pungo River Forrrtation at Texasgulf and the overlying
Yorktown and younger formations has yielded Ihe most diverse assemblage
of vertebrate fossils fouixl in North Carolina, Fossils from this site include
remains of sharks, skates, bony fish, alligators, whales, inanatees, elephants,
mastodons, horses and birds.  Enos and Carter, l984! Abundant inverte-
brate fossils have also been found at this mine site,

The upper layers of coastal plain scdiinenis in North Carolina aic
covered with unconsolidated "surficial deposits" ranging from several
inches to hundreds of feet in thickness. Although the origin of these
deposits is unclear, they are probably f1uvial  river!, possibly with some soil
horizons scattered throughout. These "surficial deposits overlie thc oMer
rock formations that are described in Tsable 3

The oklest exposed coastal plairt rocks were deposited in the
Cretaceous pericx}. The Cretaceous deposits include the Cape Fear,
Middendorf, Black Creek and pee Doe Format ons. The last three forma
tions reflect rising sea level along +e ~� t   g ! general,~ ~ ~t Coast  Figure 10!. ln encral

~ level rose, these environments
Pee Dee sediments are marine.

~indents were deposited over fluvial,moved westward. Thus, estuarine
This shoreward Progression is

marine sediinents over estuarine, etc.
recorded in Cretaceous forinations o< ~"
10!.
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Recent deposits are exemplilied by the estuaries on North
Carolina's coast. Sediments collect in the restricted waters behind the
barrier islands. Few sediments escape this trap, suggesting that eventually
sounds behind the barrier ishnds may eventually fill completely with
sediments.  Table 3!.

The economic resources of the coastal plain can be divided into
three major areas: phosphate ruining, sand and gravel mining, and lime.
stone quarrying. These operations constitute a major portion of the mineral
assets of North Carolina and contribute significantly to the economy of the
area where they are located.

Phosphate ore is mined from the Texasgulf pits near the Pamlico
River. Workers use drag lines to remove upper layers, exposing the
phosphate-rich rock from the Pungo River Formation of the Miocene
Epoch, This formation is approximately 80 to 120 feet below the. surface.
The phosphate ore is processed for fertilizers,

Throughout the coastal plain, several companies mine sand and gravel
for local use,

Limestone is also mined in several places, including areas near
Wilmington and New Bern. The hard limestone blasted lrom the Castle
Hayne and River Bend formations is used in paving and building. ln
places, there is also a "softer" limestone called micrite  hmestone com-
posed of mud-sized grains of carbonates! that is used for portland and
masonry cement.

Another mineral with lang-range potential is monazite, a heavy
mineral that develops in igneous and metamorphic rocks. When eroded
and washed to ancient beaches, it becomes part of some sedimentary sand
hyers. Monazite is a source for thoriu~ and may be important if breeder
nuclear reactors develop as an energy source. Other "heavy" minerals
found in sedimentary sand layers are rutile and illrnenite. These two
minerals are a source of titanium.

Two other coastal resources have been considered for utilization:
ancient oyster shells and peat. Albemarle Sound has great quantities of
buried oyster shells that could be dredged and processed into a high-grade
lime. Scientists and engineers are resean;hing techniques to extract peat  a
fuel source! from pocosins and freshwater swamps,
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Vocabulary

Coring - the process of recovering sediment samples by driving a hollow
Lube into Lhe sediment layers.

Fall line - separates the Piedmont from the coastal plain region.
Usually marked by a change in to pography such that rivers have
waterfal is at this point.

Fluvial - having to do with rivers.

Fossil - the natural, preserved evidence of past life that exists in Lhe form
of molds, tracks, burrows, actual shells or bones, impressions and
mineralized remains.

Limestone - a sedimentary rock made chiefly of calcium carbonate
 fizzes with dilute HC1! formed where calcareous skeletons are
cemented by CaCo,,

Sediment - particles of organic and inorganic rnatter that accumulate in
unconsolidated form.

Sur Acial deposits - the sediments covering the underlying rock layers that
make up the coastal plains, probably deposited by river. These
surficial deposits obscure the lower layers except at outcrops or
river or man-made cuts.
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Location of Geologic Formations oa the Coastal p]ain

Figure 10
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Table 3. Geologic formations on the Coastal Plain of North Caro ina shovtring rnatert'als, some
fossil locations, and sediment origin. Figures I I, /2 and 13illustrate severalindex
fossils.  Informariort ad<qned from cornmtou'cation with Dr. 1Vairer 8'heeIer of rhe
Uni versiry of Ivorth Caroh'na at ChapeI Ilill J

Unit/Formation Material Type Fossils
Mesozoic

Location

Cretaceous  ca 145-
165 million years
ago!

Mwer Cretaceous
Cape Fear Marine mudisand Below Fayettcvillc; follow river by

boat and look «t banks. Cumber-
land County. relatively unimportant
formation,

No fossils

Upper Creraceou»
Middcndorf
 Tusca loosa!

Southern Pines, Sanford,
Faycttcvtllc in road cuts.
1mportant lormation found at the
rail road cut at Spring Lake, R t. 87,
north cnd ol' Fort Bragg.

Fluvial, lenses of sand Poor fossils
«nd clay, unconsolidated

Black Crcck
Eli7abethtown area on Cape Fear
River. Ten miles soulheast of
Faycucville, 1.5 miles from county
linc off of Rt. 87,

Rt. 14 l bndge over Cape Fear
River near Riegel wood. Suffleton,
northeast of Goldsboro. Martin-
Manetta Quarry, 4 miles east of
Castle Hayne  crushed rock!.

Marine, muddy sand

 Rocky Point
Member!

Alternating sand-
limestone and sand

Fluviomarine, estu-
arine bays unique
stratification of

laminated clean sand
and clean, dark clay.
Some amber and

pyrite,

Full of lignitizcd
and pctn fied wood
 coastal l orest!.
Has holes bored
by marine shipworms.
Found the jaw of
Itto rasaw, a giant marine
dinosaur, and a terres-
trial liard, Gob gosaurus.
Remains of crocodiles
present.

Many shells of coiled
oysters Exogyra and
thick-shelled oysters
Osrrea pratd and
echinoiCk. A few
ammoni tcs.
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Unit/Formation Material Type Fossils LOCatiOn

Cenozoic - Tertiary

Paleocene  ca 63-
58 mya! Beaufort
Formation

Eocene �8-36 mya!
Castle H syne
Fortn ation Fine-! ined lime

mud-rnicrite  cement!
limestone

Many fossils, sea
urchins

Along Trent River 1'rom New
Bem to Trenton.

Many fossils. One
spot has a mass of
barnacle plates

ltfi ocene �2-6 mya!
Lower Belgrade Beds

Subsurface only, except in
Texasgulf pit.

Commercial
phosphate, sand

Mid. Pungo River

Some fossils, coral

thickets

Cenozoic-Pleistocene
� million to 6,000 years ago!

Paknope - geoducks

Oligocene �6-22 mya!
Trent Formation Sandy-limestone

and limestone

Pliocene �-2 mya!
Yorktown or Duplin Marine sands
Formation

Lower Pleistocene

Croatan Formation to north
Waccamaw Formation to

southeast

Brachiopod.
Olenoothyris,
blister clam, Gryphaea
vesi cularis

Molds of clams,
barnacles, giant
oyster Crassos-
trea gigantissinra

Found in deep wells, exposed in
spoils of channelization. On
Mosely Creek off Neuse River,
l0 miles northeast of Kinston on
county line of Craven and Lenoir.
Only spot in this state.

Ideal Cement Company quarry 5
miles east of Castle Hayne, Also
found on beach in groins as great
rocks at Fort Fisher. Town of
Maple Hill.

Belgrade quarry of Martin-
Marietta, north abuument of
railroad bridge across Trent at
Pogocksv>lie - US 17,

Exposed on Chowan River near
Albemarle Sound. Near Edenton
on Meherrin River. Best known at
Magnolia Well, Magnolia. Also
near Cape Fear River.  Sir Charles
Lyell, i 840s!. Usually under 40
feet of surface sediment.

Best along the south bank of Neuse
River, southeast of New Bern.
Also, Old Dock, Columbus County
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Unib'Formation Material Type Fossils Location

Lower Plei s ocene

Marine

Fossils less than
120,000 years old

Pamlico

Scattered. Found in soil 2 to 30
feet deep.

Surficials

Talbot Formation or
Fl armer Beach
Formation

Fluvial deposits with
some soils that are
dominantly sandy

Dirrocardirrrrt,
Rarrgia, corals

Town Creek, Brunsw>ck County,
Walker's Bluff, Lower Cape Fear
River

Croatan National Forest campsite

Deep ditches in coastal plain.
Intracoastal Waterway near
Carolina Beach and housing
developments.





coiled oyster

 Exogyra!

thick-shelled oyste
 Ostrea pratt
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Figare 13

sand dollar
sea urchin

echinoids

geoduck
 Panope!

Fcphora
index fossil of the

Yorktown Formation
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Exploring Recent Sediments

ObjectivesTo simulate sediment layers.

To experiment with a sampling technique of coring.

To try to interpret cores: e.g., source, organisms.

IntroductionEverything in sea water, whether a particle of dust blown from land, a
decaying piece of marsh grass, or a shark, eventually ends up on the sea
floor. So scientists turn to thc sediments to study ocean history.

What might you find if you dove to the bottoin of the waters beneath the
ferry landing at Ocracoke Island? Tin cans? Silt? Sand? Decomposing
paper cups?

What is sediment?

Sediment collects as particles "rain" down to the botlom. In North Caro-
lina, sediment is predoininantly composed of sand eroded from inland
mountains. Depending on where you collect, you will find different
additions. For example, beach sediments often contain broken shells
 carbonates!; marsh sediments have morc decayed plant material. Think of
the black, smelly mud of the marsh.

How do we collect sediments".

Scientists often punch a pipe into the sediments then keep the inside or
core. Coring keeps sediments in the order they were deposited. A few feet
af sample core can be taken by a gravity corer, where the weight of the pipe
pushes it into the mud. A 1,000-foot sample can be obtained with a drilled
core  similar to well drilling!.

Teacher PreparationFor each team of studenls or class demonstration, collect some containers of
different colored "dirt," e.g, clay, mud, colored sands, ground-up shells,
ground-up leaves, glitter. Two more containers like milk cartons to hold
layers of sediment. Several plastic straws or disposable pipettes with tips
cut off. Glass stirring rods; pencil  core pushers!.

Sediment composition depends on where you collect. Some particles decay
too quickly to become part of the sediment. Others are characteri sue of shallow

t water, while some are found deep on the ocean lloor.
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Organize teams composed of two sets of students: one to make sediment
layers and one to core the sediincnt and analyze it. Competition can he
prganized to see which team analysis is most correctly interpreted.

2.
Record the order of the layers and the team's interpretation of how each
layer got there,

3.
Saturate the layers with water.

4.
The second set of students are the scientists and have their straw "corers."
Push the corer into the container, hold the top tight with fingers and extract
the "core," Using the stirring rod or pencil, push the sediments out one eud
onto a creased sheet of paper.

Now, analyze the sample. Record the number and makeup of the sedimenls
Atlempt to name the environment of the samples � quiet, marshy areas;
beach sediinents wilh shells,

Discussion I.

Where do sediments come from? Most sediments come from land erosion.
Some come from sea deposition of calciuin carbonate which inakes lirne-
stone.

What might cause the layers of sediments to be different? Different type of
deposited material due to source or position, e.g., river sediment fiat drops
out sand, then silt,

3.

What are some problems that scientists might have in laking cores and in
interpreting thein? Technical problems uf too much sand or rock. Also,
some layers will be absent if these have been exposed to erosive forces
durmg law sea level periods.

Procedure j.
One set of students with the "sedimen " and containers makes up two
different sediment layers in the containers.
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Coring the Sound

To understand that today's estuarine sediments are a product of materials
brought by rivers from different upland sources over a long period of time.

Objectives

To experiment with one method of studying sediments � coring,

Prepare a stream table for each group using a roast pan, a shoe box linol
with plaslic or any other watertight container with an overflow opening.
Set the box at an angle.

Teacher Preparation

Prepare three types of "sediment." You can spray paint sand different
colors, use sand that is aheady colored, or use materials with differing
textures, i.e. clay, crushed shells, sand, crushed rocks.

A source of water flow is needed. You can use a rubber hose from a faucet
or an elevated container with a rubber hose as a siphon � with a "pinch-
clamp" regulator.

A wastewater catcher for the overflow.

A syringe with the end cut off so that the cylinder has a uniform diameter.

To be able to identify simulated sedimentary layers by observing character-
istics of color, texture, etc,
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Procedure ].
Set the water table box at a steep angle po !.

2.

Arrange the three sources of sediments at the upper end.

3.

With the rubber hose, slowly water down one pile of sediment so that it col lects
in the lower angle of the box. Then, repeat this process with the second and third
piles of sediment, allowing thc sediinent to form layers in the bottom angle.
 Note: Ifyouuse materials with differing texturesor weights, wash the heaviest
down first for best results.! Enough sedimem should be used so that thc layers
accumulate up to the overflow hole.

4.

Take the syringe, draw thc plunger partially back, insert it carefully into the
ayers withdrawing thc plunger as needed, When it hits bottom, pull the
syringe "corer" carefully from thc layers,  The vacuum should keep the
sediment layers in place.! Either observe the layers within the syringe or
extrude thc layers into a crcamd sheet of paper for analysis.

5.
Record thc analysis.
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l.

Why do you think that rivers might carry different sediment types at
different times in geologic history? Sediments from glaciers, mountains,
volcanos or swamps may have flowed out with rivers.!

Discussion

3.

Why are cores a useful tool in determining the history of the coastal area?
 Scientists have learned to interpret the layers in a core in relation to
environmental conditions.!

2.

If the rubber hose represents the river flow, what does the angle of the box
that collects the sediment represent?  Angle of land,!
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Making Marine Fossils

ObjeCtiVe TO ConStruCt imprint and mold-type fossils.

TeaCher PreparatiOn PlaSter Of Paris  tnolding material that will harden!; modeling clay; petrO-
leum jelly; small pan, paper cup or plate; some "fossil material" like shells,
twigs, bones, etc,

Procedure

To make an imprint fossil:

Mix up a batch of plaster of Paris with water to form a thick mixture.

Pour the mixture into a cup or plate container until it is about an inch thick.

Coat the "fossil" with petroleum jelly to prevent sticking. Place it in the
partially hardened plaster of Paris.

Let the mixture harden, then lift the object out.

2.
To make a mold fossil:

Put thc modeling clay into a container.

Press the solid object into the clay. You may wish to make a pattern.

Lift the object out carefully.

Pour the plaster of Paris and water mixture into this depression.

Let it harden, then take it carefully out of the clay.

Discussion 1.
What do you think happened to the real animal or plant that left imprint or
mold fossils?  decays!

2.
What do you think the surface of the bottom has to be like for a marine
fossil to form? Experiment with some natural materials like solid rock,
gravel, fine clay, sand.  mud, sand!
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What would hove to happen to Pelican Pete's mud marks for them to
become fossil imprints?  Depression must fill with mud, other layers of
sediments deposit on top of marsh bank in rising sea level; then all layers
lithify or become sedimentary rock.!



MaklAg a Coastal plain Time bloc

roll of or s ng
tring with rags. This line is based on

h rter spaces Give students alen, but could be modified for s o r srinted here  Table 4! and a centimeter ruler,copy of the ume chart printed here a
e eats. These could be worked out by1' time line provides measvrerneats.

students as a math exercise.

Teacher Preparation

10 Th be inning of the roll marks the
bef th Ifof r or string. e g

eousperiod � 145 million years
you look on a complete geologic history c, w

Procedure

2I ~ riod and epoch and indicate what manne hfeAteach section, writein theperiodan e a
was presen int in North Carolina's waters,

Discussion l.Which period do we live in now,  Rece t!

RI on has man been on earth? Mark thatDo a lhtle library research. How long has man
spot on your time line.

30 s ma have been living in the past but haveDiscuss what types of organisms may ve
no fossilized remains today.

ark the ints when the barrier islands might haveOn the time line, mark poin
formed,  Pleistocene!.

5. th all eras - e.g. Paleozoic and Mezozoic t rasCompare this timeline to one wi e

« to form the coastal plain.le to understand the amount of dme n~~ObjeCtiVeS TObe able tOun rstan riods and epochs of geologic history.To become familiar wilh the peri s an
 Figure 14!
To review the fossils found in North Carolina.
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Important Points
Recent History  the last 6,000 years! occupies only 1/8 cm out of 3,000 cm.

2.
The Cretaceous Period occupies more than half of the time line.

3.
Man occupies only a small part of time Cavemen were Pleistocene,
earliest evidence is from Pliocene.

Time Chart

Scale: 48,000 years = l cmt

Table 4

PERIOD LENGTH ON
PAPER

YEARS MFORE
PRESENT
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Hidden Word Game

Find the � words and phrases hidden in these letters.

FZ BA L A MOT LA QOFV I
WOUMA S ED I MENTOFA
EF XOL OZOL PS L ES BC
RWF L EUDK NOEQGS JO
I ML NGLA J NH I KZ I RA
XI UA EZ RHHQBA K L OS
LDV EMC E I DOT HU J NT
TO I YOHFSMA RK I L IA
VCA NT I NE NXC LA YOL
SE L CUA QA I W I NH I CP
LOVAGNUL KP L UT EHL
RNFKM I NERALWHJEA
ORQFT I PV J RYO I R K I
Fl ECY J HEB EP KCHTN
PDOFA L L L I NET BOA E
EGE BK F H J PCDMUP IM
LI MES TON EH I BS L HU
MP C RCOR I NGEOT P NL

D C

X S

K 0
R P

F K

Z M

B A

N Z

G U

X L

S K

E H

P 0

K N

J Z

0 P

C S



"Where is the Word' ?" � A Review

ObjeCtive To review the terminology of this section on sediments.

PrOCedure Search for the12 hidden words in the jumble of letters, then match 10 of them
with these definitions,

1. Collecting long tubes of sediment involves this process

2. The preserved remains of past life

3. Dirt, sand, and mud that drop on the bottom

4. The boundary between land and sea surface

5. The very flat land between the coast and the Piedmont

6. A sedimentary rock made of calcium carbonate precipitated in deep water

7. The highest point to which the sea has risen

8. Having to do with rivers

9. Composed of very fine particles of sediment

10. The chemical compounds rocks are made of

ANSWERS:

I, CORING
2. FOSSILS
3. SEDIMENT
4. SEA LEVEL
5. COASTAL PLAIN
6. LIMESTONE
7. FALL LINE

8. FLUVIAL
9. CLAY
10, MINERALS

CARBONATES
DEPOSITS

Tether PreparatiOIl Duplicate the "Hidden Word Game" on the preceeding page and the deli-
nition blanks, You can fold this page to eliminate the answers.
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Resources

FiIIS1. "History Layer by Layer," 23 jnin.; color, McGraw Hill.

2, "The Fossil Story," color; free loan; Sheli Film Library,

1. Enos, R.M, and Carter, J.G�1984, FOSSil COIIeeting in eaatern NOrth Printed Material
Carolina. Free pamphlet from N,C. Geological Survey,

2. Geologic Map of North Carolina. 1985. Available from the N.C.
Department of Natural Resources and Community Development
Raleigh, N.C. See General References.

3. Newton, J�Orrin Pilkey and Jack Blanton. 1977. The Oceanographic
Atlas of h'orth Carolina N.C. Board of Science and Technology,
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. $4,64.

h 1, A Gaide to Fossil Colleettng in Coastal North Carolina. $2.50. References
Project Cape, Dare County Schools, P.O. Box 640, Manteo, NC
27954,

2. Fossil Vertebrates - Beach and Bank Cogecting for Amatenrs:
1968. M,C. Thomas, Rorida Paleo. Society, Florida State Museum,
Gainesville, Fla. 32611,

3. Fossil Sharks - A Pictorial Review: 1977. Richard R, Case, Pioneer
Litho Co, Inc.,350 Hudson Street, New York, N,Y., 10014.

4. ISCS, 1972. Probing the itlatnral 8'orld. 3; Crusty Problems.
Chapter 7: The Formation of Layered Sediments, pp. 52-57.
Silver Burdett: General Learning Corporation, Momston, N.J.
$5.95.  Recommended highly.!

5. Nonh Carolina Coastal Plain: A Geologic a¹d Environmental
Perspective. 1986. A cooperative project between the N,C,
Department of Public Instruction and Texasguif Chemicals Co.
Eight-part, I hour and 45 min. video with activity guide and scripL
Available from UNC Sea Grant. Publication number UNC-SG-
89-02.

6. Shephard, Francis P. 1968. The Earth Beneath the Sea.
Athenium, NY, Revised paperback edition.

7. Snyder, Scott, ed., 1985. International Geological Correlation Program
Project 156 - Phosphorites, Eighth International Field Workshop



and Sytnposium  Southeastern United Stares! Guidebook.

4. U.S. Bureau of Mines. 1973, hfineral yearbook. Availablc in
some university libraries; also available from thc Superintendent ol'
Documents; U.S. Govcmmcnt Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402.

The following list of sclccled references that list infortnation con-
cerning fossil collecung localities in North Carolina was assembled by
Rebecca Enos.

Fossil Plattts Bain, G L and Harvey, B W�1977, Field guide to tbegeology oytbe gurframTriassic Basin, Carolina Geological Society.  Also includes inver-
tebrate and vertebrate localities.!

Berry, E.W., 1907, Contributions to the Mesozoic llora of the
Atlantic Coastal Plain, North Carolina, Bulletin of the Torrcya
Botantical Club, Vol. 34, p. 185-205.

Herry, E.W., 1907, Contributions to the Pleistocene flora of North Caro-
lina: Journal of Geology, Vol, 15, p, 338-349.

Berry, E,W., 1926, Pleistocene plants from North Carolina: U.S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 140-C, p, 97-119.

Clark, W.B., Miller, B J., Stcphcnson, L.W., Johnson, B.K., and Parker,H.N., 1912, The Coastal Plain of North Carolina, N.C. Geol. and
Econ. Survey Vol. 111.

Dclevoryas, T., 1970, Plant life in the Triassic 1lasin of North Carolina:
Discovery, V.6, p. 15-22.

Heron, S,D., Jr., 1964, The Cretaceous I'ormations along the Cape FearRiver, North Carolina; Atlantic Coastal Plain Geol, Assoc�5th
Annual Field Excursion.

Heron, S,D. and Wheeler, W.H., 1959, Guidebook for Coastal Plain fieldtrips featuring basal Cretaceous sediments of the layette-villearea, North Carolina: Southeastern Sect.ion, Geol. Sec. America.
Hope, R,C, and Patterson, O,F., lll, 1969, Triassic llora from the DeepRiver Basin, North Carolina, N C, Geologic Survey Special Pub-

lication No. 2.

Richards, H,G., 1950, Geology of the Coastal Plain of North Carolina,
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society Ncw Series,
Vol 40 Part l.

Thaycr, P.A�Kirstein, D.S., and Ingram, R.I., 1970, Stratigraphy,sedimentology, and economic geology of the Dan River basin.
Carolina Geological Society.
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Fossil VertebratesBaird D�and Horner, J.R., l97'9, Cretaceous dinosaurs of North
Carolina: Brimleyana  N.C. Museum of Natural iiistory
Journal!, V. 2.

Case. G.R�1979, Cretaceous selachians from the Peedee Formation
 late Maestrichtian! of Duplin County, North Carolina:
Brimlcyana, V. 2, p. 77-89.

Clark, W.B., Millet, B J�Stephcnson, L,W�Johnson, B.L., and Parker,
H.N.. 1912, The Coastal Plain of North Carolina: N.C. Geol.
and Econ. Survey Vol. Ill.

Funderbcrg, J.B�1960, Fossil manalee from North Carolina: Jour,
Mammalogy, Vol. 4 i, No. 4, p, 521.

Miller, H,W., 1967, Cretaceous vertebrates l'rom Phoebus Landing,
North Carolina: Proc. Acad, Nat, Sci. Philadelphia, V. 119, p.
219-235.

Miller, H.W., 1968, Additions to the upper Cretaceous vertebrate
fauna of Phoebus Landing, North Carolina, Thc Journal of t.hc
Elisha Mitchell ScienuCic Society, Vol. 84, No. 4. Winter 1968.

Wheeler, W,H�1966, A Mosasaur mandible from the Black Creek
Formation, Cretaceous, of North Carolina. Jour, Elisha
Mitchell Sci, Soc., V, 82, No, 2, p. 92-93,

Fossil Itt vertebratesBailey, R.H., 1977, Neogene molluscan assemblages along the Chowan
River, North Carolina: Southeastern Geology, Vol. 18, No, 3,
p. 173-198.

Baum, G.R., Harris, W.B�and Zugo, V.A., eds., l979, Structural and
stratigraphic I'ramework for the Coastal Plain of North
Carolina: Carolina Geological Society and Atlantic Plain Geo-
logical Association Guidebook.

Blackwelder, B.W., 1.981, Stratigraphy of upper Pliocene and lower
Pleistocene marine and estuarine deposits of northeastern
North Carolina and southeastern Virginia: U,S. Geol. Survey
BuU, 1502-B.

Brett, C.E. and Wheeler, W,H�1961, A biostratigraphlc evaluation of
the Snow Hill member, upper Cretaceous of North Carolina:
Southeastern Geology, V. 3, p. 49-132.

Case, G.R�1980, A selachian fauna from the Trent Formation, Lower
Miocene  Aquitanian! ol' Fastern North Carolia»: Palconto-
graphica Abt. A�V, 171, p, 75-103,
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Brown, P.M., 1957, Upper Cretaceous Ostracoda from North Carolina,
N.C. Geol. Survey Bull. 70.

Clark, W.B�Miller, B.L�Stephenson, L,W�Johnson, B.L., and Parker,
H.N., 1912, The Coastal Plain of North Caroiina; North
Carolina Geol, and Econ. Survey, V. 3.

Fallaw, W.C. and Wheeler, W.H., 1969, Marine fossiliferous Pleistocene
deposits in southeastern North Cai olina: Southeastern Geology,
V, 10, p. 35-54.

Gardener, Julia, 1943, Mollusca froin the Miocene and lower Pliocene of
Virginia and North Carolina; USGS Prof. Paper 199A 8t B,

Hazel, J.E�197 i, Ostracode biostratigraphy of the Yorktown Forma-
tion  upper Miocene and lower Pliocene of Virginia «nd North
Carolina!: U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 704.

LeGrand, H,E. and Brown, P.M., 1955, Guidebook of excursion in the
Coastal Plain of North Carolina: Carolina Geologtcal Society.

Ray, Clayton, ed., 1983, C eoiogy and Paleontology of the Lee Creek
Mine, North Carolina, I: Smithsonian Contributions to Paleon-
tology, No, 53. Smilhsonian insututc Press. Washington, DC.

Richards, H,G�1950, Geology ol'the Coastal Plain of North Carolina:
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society New
Series, Vol. 40 Part i.

Sohl, N.F, and Christopher, R.A., 1983, The Black Creek-Pee Dee
Formational contact  upper Cretaceous! in the Cape Fear
River Region ol'North Carolina: U.S. Geol. Survey Professional
Paper 1285.

Stephenson, L.W�and Ruthbun, M J., 1923, The Cretaceous formations
of North Carolina; Part I. Invertebrate fossils ol'the Upper
Cretaceous formations: North Carolina Geol. and Econ. Survey,
Vol. 5.

St. Jean, J., 1973, A new Cambrian trilobite from the Piedmont ol'North
Carolina: American !ourn. Sci., V, 273-A, p. 196-216.

Ward, L,W. and Blackwelder, B.W., 1980, Stratigraphic revision of
upper Miocene and lower Pliocene beds of the Chesapeake
Group, middle Atlantic Coastal Plain: USGS BuH. 1482 D.

Ward, L.W., Lawrence, D.R., and Blackwelder, B,W., l978, Stratigraphic
revision of the Middle Eocene, Oligocene, and I.ower Miocene
Atlantic Coastal Plain of North Carolina: Uniied States
Geological Survey Bulletin 1457-F, p. 23.
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covers much of rhe surface rock, and no arch pushes the rock layers
upward.

These extensive, fiat mesas are generally coverd with varying
thicknesses of highly rippled, moving sand and shell gravel. These
moving sands scour the surfaces and prevent living plants and animals
from auaching. This, in turn, limits thc typeS and populauons Of fiSh that.
gather around the hardbottoms. Much of the continental shelf of Onslow
Bay is like Lhis.

The scarps of hardbottoms stand above the moving sands.
Seaweeds, like brown Sargassum or green calcareous «lgac, attach Lo the
edges of the limestone or clays. Sol't corais and whip corals of pink,
purple, whiLe and orange, wave in the currents. Many boring animals dig
crevices in the scarps that eventually make safe spots Lor groupers and
spiny lobsters. The biological communily is rich and diverse, The greater
thc relief, thc more irregularites and surface area available for bottom
organisms and associated fish. High rclicf scarps and rock rubble zones
have high biological productivity,

Hardbouoms are similar io tropical coral reefs. Although frame-
building reef corals are absent, many of thc invertebrates and fish common
to tropical reef systems are present. Four-eyed butterfly fish, red squirrel
lish and blue damsel fish darL in and out of the nooks and crannies of the
scarps. Juveniles and larvae travel north via the Gulf Stream and are
carried inward by Gulf Stream eddies, storms and currents.

These ferlilc hardbottom s have been secret fishing spots of
skillful navigators for years, They used compass seuings, boat speeds and
estimates of current speeds to help them calculate the whereabouts of
hardbottoms. Now that marine elccu onics have become available to
fishcrmcn and divers, hardbouoms have become more accessible.

Most large boats are equipped with Loran receivers and depth
recorders. Loran  Long Range Navigation! receivers pick up radio waves
broadcast Irom towers onshore and, by comparing the signals, "plot" the
position of the boat at sea. Using a sct of marked coordinates, fishermen
can locate a spot at sea, then later return to within 50 fecL oi' that location.
Depth recorders reveal the topography of Lhe underwater surface and show
schools of fish. These devices send sonic waves from the boat to the

bottom and record Lhe images on a scrccn,

lf a boat traveled over part of Onslow Bay, a continuously
recording fathometer would produce a chart showing several characteristic
sizes and types of hardbot toms. The electric pulses sent from rhe boat' s
transducer reflect off the bouomland or schools of fish and back to the
boat's uansceiver, The difference in travel time of thc electrical pulses
pmluceS a reCOrd Of Lhe bOuOm tOpOgraphy. ReSearch bOats, diving bOatS,
and recreational and commercial fishing boats use fathorneters to find new
hardbontom areas.

Marine geologists have been exploring the part of the continental
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Types Of HardbottomsFour types of hardhotlom communitics have been charactcrizcd
so far. They vary in elevation, geologic agc, form and structure, cxtcnt ol'
cxposurc on the sca floor and richness of thc biotogical community they
supp Nt,

! ligh-relief bardbottoms � 'ntc scarps are grcatcr than 10
feel tall and may extend morc than 25 fcct. They consist of vertical
limestone rock cliffs with an cxtcnsivc rock rubble zone. The rubble was
broken from the scarp by biological activity and physical forces. The
resulting surface is a very irrcgular lopography with cxtcnsivc nooks and
crannies. Such variance provides increased surface area for organisms to
attach and morc hiding places lor benthic invcrtebratcs and fish, These
high-relic l' hardbouorns generally have thc grcatesl biological producuvity
and thC grcalCSl diverSity and abundanCC Of OrganiSms and asSOCialed rCef
fish, Usually, these arc the largest hardbottoms on today's sca floor, They
arc relatively young geologically � only lens of thousands of years old.

Low-relief hardbottoms � Thc scarps are less than 3 feet
lail. Adjacent, highly rippled, mobile sandy bottom surfaces have littlet biological life. Low-rclicf hardbolloms have moderate biological produc-
tivity.

Flat hardbottoms � Thc liltle relief on this gcntlc slope is
often covered with thin, scattered patches of mobile sand thai prevent
cxtcnsive development of biological communitics. Thc sands accumulate
from thc top of thc hardbottom, forming sand ramps into the topographic
low-lying areas. These environments arc charactcnzcd by low biological
produc li vily,

Topographic Lows � Thcsc are thc low-lying areas between
rock scarps that are often composed ol' older deposits of dark, scmi-
hardcned clay and sand. This bottom surface is not conducive for attached
bottom organisms and contains only a fcw species of boring organisms that
hvc below the surface, Also, mobile sand scours thc bottom during storms
and limits the life that can exist there. Following thc storms, the sands are
deposited and trapped in the lower areas on the stightly irregular clay
surface.

Since sophtsticatcd marine clecvonic equipment assists boaters in
ftnding hardbottorns and, morc importantly, in returntng to them again,
these biologically rich areas may be in danger of overexploi talion. Rccf
fish of commercial and recreational importance such as sca bass, red
snapper, silver snapper and grouper are territorial and long-lived. People
who fish or dive in the shallower sites may eventually lake afl thc fish.
Then, it would take many years for new fish to move in and rc-cstabhsh a
stable community.

0 0

t shelf'known as Onslow Bay. Thc bay lies between Cape Lookout and
Cape Fear. Their investigations began as a search for phosphate ore
dcposiLs, which have huge economic potcn ial. Thc discovery of thc broad
dislribution of hardbot toms is just one of thc results of their research.
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ObjeetiVe TO Stiinulate the mark-and-recapture technique for estimaung pOpulationS
of commercially important reef fish.

Roles of Team

Members

Procedure
put the beans in the large bowl, This represents thc total population of fish
on a hardbot tom,

4.
Return the beans to the bowl and mix.

Materials Needed
per Team of Five

How Many Fish Can
You Harvest?

bag of dried beans
two or three marking pens, paint, etc.
measuring cup
large bowl
sinall bowl

counters  l to 3 students!
markers  l io 3 students!
recorder  l student!
calculator  l student!

z.
Using the measuring cup, remove about half a cup of beans, This repre-
sents fishing effort in a certain period of time or fish caught with a trap on
the bottom.

3.
Count and mark these beans. This number is "T" = nuinber marked in the
pre-census penod.

5.
Use the measuring cup again io remove a half a cup of beans.

6.
Count the beans in the cup. This is "n" = number of marked fish caught in
the census period.

7.
Make a count of how many are already marked. 'His is the "I." = the
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number of marked fish in the census period.

8.
Population Estimate Calculation

N=T

t/n N = population estimate
n = total count in second sample  step ¹6!
T = number marked in first sample  step ¹3!
t = number marked in second sample  step ¹7!

X 100 = %enor
Number estimated in bowl

1.

If you were working for the National Marine Fisheries Service and were in
charge of managing fish populations on haidbottoms, what infortnation
would you need?

Discussion

2.

What might be causes of error in the fish estimation technique?

ReferencesHardbOttomS PoSter/Map This four-color poster is a guide to the
natural offshore reefs  hardbottoms! between Cape 4iokout and Cape
Fear. It shows the four types of hardbotlom communities, Available for
$5 from UNC Sea Grant, Box 8605, N.C, State University, Raleigh, N,C.
27695-8605.

9.

Although it is not possible to check your estimate for error in field situ-
ations, it is possible with this experiment. Count the total number of beans
available in the bowL
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Barrier Island Geology

Backgrotsd Reading North Carolina's coastal shoreline is characterized by three types
of environments: the mainland with its rivers and fringing marshes; lhe
sounds; and the banier islands. These three areas are interrelated by waler
which exchanges sediments and organisms and mixes salinity and nutrients
into the system. These coastal features have often changed due to inlet
shifts, sea level fluctuations, sediment deposition and erosion. For effec-
tive coastal management, it is important to understand some of the
processes that shape this river-sound-island system.

The open sea meels North Carolina at landforms that geologists
call barrier ishnds. The most prominent ones make up the Outer Banks,
which extend from the. Virginia border to Cape Lookout. But barrier
islands continue south ward along the coast to the South Carolina border,

Origins Scientists agree that barrier islands are a normal feature of sedi-
mentary coastlines, but several different hypotheses have been formulated
to explain the origin of North Carolina's Outer Banks, The existence of
these multiple hypotheses demonslrates the evolving nature of science.
And they might be used to show how human creativil y is involved in
scientific development. The three hypotheses ouUined here are based on
analyses of cores through barrier islands, sand movement patterns, sea
level history, and other oceanographic data.

l. One early theory suggests that an ojphore bar is created by
breaking waves depositing sediment when they loose energy, As sedimenl.
accumulates, a shaHow underwater bar forms and, if sea level falls, the bar
becomes a narrow island seaward of an inshore body of water.

Barrier islands develop
vvhen rhe ocean

shapes coastal sands.

Barrier islands absorb the sca's energy and shelter inshore waters
and the mainland coast. Much of the energy from ocean waves and winds
dissipates as it moves the sands of these islands. In absorbing the ocean' s
forces, the islands can destabilize and migra te. Thus, the shape of the
barrier islands is constantly changing, During calm weather these changes
are restricted to alterations of beach steepness and usnsfer of fine sands to
dune areas. But during storms, alterations can involve beach and dune
erosion, island flooding by wave overwash, and inlet migral.ion and
formation. These storm-induced alterations can devastate man-made
structures
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Figure 15: Formation of an island and the marsh behindir.

Spit Theory of Barrier Island Formation:
l. Frosion of headland creates an elongating spit dawn current;
2. Marsh development and further elongation of spit;
3. Spit breaks and forms an island,  From Hoyt, 1967!,

Godfrey and Godfrey,
National Park Service, Scientific Monograph Series, A, 1976, page 9,



2. The etorrgaie spit hypothesis suggests that the Outer Banks
developed from sediments carried south by longshore currents and
deposited in a long sand finger. This finger, or elongate spit, is assumed to
have grown across open water, gradually enclosing lagoons or "sounds" as
North Carolinians cal! them. When storms or currents breached this spit,
inlets formed, leaving isolated land pieces as barrier islands,  Figure 15!.

3, The coaslrrt ri dge theory suggests that dune ridges on the edge
of the shore were cut off by rising sea level, with isolated ridges becoming
barrier islands and the flooded areas behind becoming sounds.

Unfortunately, nOne of lhese Simple theories adequately explainS
ail of North Carolina's Outer Banks. Most geologists agree that something
like the following sequence of events may have taken place,

The initial barrier islands of North Carolina were probably forraed
from offshore bars on the continental shell at a low sea level stand several
thousand years ago. Sediments brought down rivers built up by wind and
wave action formed a typical mainland beach. With the onset of a world-
wide warming trend, sea level began to rise as melting glaciers released
huge quantities of water into thc ocean. As sea level rose, low-lying areas
behind the beach were flooded. This deratched lhc coastal ridge from the
mainland and formed an anceslral barrier.

The present. Outer Banks are most likely the result of I! extensive
modification and migration of the "primary barriers" formed about 4,000
years ago when sea level rise decelerated, and 2! the addition and exten-
sion of "secondary barriers" through spit elongation and offshore har
emergence. About 60 percent of the Outer Banks from Virginia to Cape
Lookout are thought to be "secondary barriers," We extent, direction and
rate of barrier island modification and migration depend upon the response
of islands to varying hydraulic climates and sediment inputs. And they are
critical processes in the barrier island system as a whole.

Processes Because barrier islands absorb ocean energy, they are dynamic
land forms that reflect environmental changes. These changes fall into
three general categories. Details vary on different islands.

I, Longshore Transport: Ocean waves usually approach barrier
islands at an angle to the beach. As these waves break, they move water
aud sand grains along the beach in the direction of their travel, Longshore
transpcirt can take sand along a beach and deposit it at one cnd of the
island, extending it. lf this deposition diminishes the size of a natural inlet
between islands, tidal currents running through the inlet may erode the
non~sition side and create serious erosion problems.

Fort Macon on the east side of Bogue Banks is faced with smh a
problem. Breakwaters had to be built to protect the fort from deduction.
Now Port Macon must be protected physically from the inlet it once
protected militarily, The varying thicknesses of sediment cover of the
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lower Tertiary limestone north and south of Cape Lookout may be ex-
plained by the longshore transport of sediment north to south along North
Carolina's continental shelf over tens of thousands of years.

2. Inlet Migration: The processes of longshore transport de-
scribed above can result in migration of inlets along the length of a barrier
island. Geologists now know that Shackleford Banks has been reworked
completely by inlets that have migrated up and down the Banks, The
process results from longshore sediment transport that Blls part of an inlet
with sediment and causes tidal currents to concentrate and erode the
opposite bank. Inlet migration can also reverse direction when wave
direction changes. Thus, barrier island inlets are inherently unstable and
directly affect the stability of the barrier islands.  Figure 17!

3. Washover: Sediment particles move along barrier islands
under almost all wave conditions, During periods of high tides and waves,
sea water ruay wash over the barrier island and carry sediment from the
beach side to the sound side. Evidence of washover can be found on all
North Carolina barrier islands, although the frequency and extent of these
events seems to be higher on islands running north/south than on those
running east/west. Most geologists consider washover events essential to
preserving barrier islands through geologic time. The Outer Banks have
maintained themselves by migrating coastward via washover as sea level
has risen during the past 15,000 years.

Washover sediments and shoreward migration of barrier islands
are practical concerns to anyone building a permanent structure on a
barrier island. So efforts have been made to "stabilize" these inherently
unstable landforms. In Cape Hatteras National Seashore, fences were
erected to lrap sand on the dunes before it blew over State Highway 12,
These fences have changed the profile of the Outer Banks by creating tall,
continuous dunes with few washovers in areas previously characterized by
low, discontinuous dunes with many washover areas. The ultimate
environmental impact of this change cannot yet be evaluated,  Figure 16!



Figure 16

natural dunes and barrier island

artificially stabilized done and barrier island
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Figure 17. Diagrammatic Summary of Barrier ts and Migrarion

~ + ~ I

1. Typical barrier island with oceanfront berm, dunes. inaritime forest and
sound-side marsh.

2. Storms and slightly rising sea level knock the dunes back into the maritime
forest.

3. Overwash of inuch of the island resuhs in retreating dunes and higher
marsh.

4. Continued storms and overwash result in erosion and retreat of the
front of the barrier island so that maritime forest is exposed on the
ocean side. Original marsh area is covered by overwash sand.

5. New dunes form on either side of an overwash.

6. Inlet opens and typical tidal delta appears behind it,

7. Inlet closes and marsh area extends to delta area.

8. Island stabilizes for a time with new dune line  over old inarsh area!,
maritime forest growing behind dunes, and expanding salt marsh,

 Modified from Godfrey, P J. and M.M. Godfrey. 1976. Barrier Island
Ecology of Cqpr Loolroru National Seashore and Vicinity, ÃorrA
Carolina. National Park Service Scientific Monograph Series No.
9. $2AO!
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Vocabulary

Barrier Island - an elongated island oi sand separated from the mainland by
a body of water.

Breakwater - a seawall of rock, concrete, ctc� that absorbs the impact of
waves and protects the shore behind it.

Dunes - mounds of sand built by the force of the wind.

Estuary - the place where a river meets the sea.

Hydraulic climate - type, direction and force of waves. tides and
currents.

Inlet - the opening between barrier islands.

3etty - a structure built to influence current and to maintain channel
depths. Jetties can also protect the entrance to harbors or entrap
sediment being carried by longshore transport.  Also called
"groin s."!

j
Longshore current - the current i» the surf zone moving parallel lo shee.

It is generated by waves breaking at an angle with the shoreline.

Marsh - area of soft, wet land periodically flooded by the tide and
typicag y found in a low energy area behind an island or in estuaries.

Onshore Bar - a submerged mound of sand.

Sound - a lagoon-like body of' water between the mainland and an ishmd.

Spit - a small point of land projecting into the water from the shore.

Washover - the phenomenon of the sea breaking over or though an
island and depositing sediment on the sound side,
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Investigating a Sand Spit Process

ObjectiveTo build a spit simulating actual processes on the Outer Banks.

Teacher PreparationProvide each group with a stream table or shallow tray,

Provide sand and a squeeze bottle  source of water flow � it could come
from siphoning a bucket of water or from a faucet!.

Provide a place for waste water,

l.

Make a sand model of a shoreline with an angle.
Procedure

2.

Raise the upper end of the ttay slightly with a board or book.

3.

FiH the tray with l to 2 inches of water, just so it touches the "shoreline."

4.

With the squeeze bottle or a hose from a faucet, start a very genUe flow of
water past the angle of sand. This represents a "longshore current,"

5.

Observe carefully the movement of sand particles,

7.

With sketches, record the steps in spit formation.

S.

For variation, ask some students to be engineers. Their job is to prevent
the flow of sand � perhaps it is filling an imaginary harbor � and to
control the sand flow. Experiment with objects such as gravel, metal
strips, etc, Record the results.

6.

Continue the flow until a small extension of sand is formed, This represents
the spit,



Discussion 1.
What starts the flow of sand in nature?
 Longshore current induced by waves hitting shore at an angle.!

2.

What kind of land forms could initiate spit formation?
 HeadLands, capes, any projection of land!

3.

Discuss the effect of sand spit formation ou man's development, island shape
changes and shoaling.

4.
Discuss sources of Ihe sand that form spits.
 Most sand in North Caroima originally came from glacial deposits
transported from New York and New England ateas by longshore currents.
Some sand is derived from erosion of mountains and carried by rivers.!
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Model-Making of the
Barrier Island System

To review some of the topographic features of the coastal regions. Objective
To investigate the processes of erosion and deposition from the mainland
and the wind-blown transportation of sand on the barrier islands.

Teacher PreparationFor each group working with this model, provide one large tray with
shallow sides  cookie sheet!, plaster of Paris, a little dirt and sand, a small
fan  blowing by mouth can substitute!, ice, a map of North Carolina, and
era yorls.

1.
Using a road map for reference, sketch an area of the coastal system on the
tray. Include part of the mainland, a river, a sound and barrier islands.

Procedure

2.

Using a thick mixture of plaster of Paris and water, build up the outlines of
coastal features. Be sure to have some slope in the mainland section

4.
Process 1: Erosion and SedimenVtiort

a, Fill the tray so that water fills up the "sound" and "ocean."

b. Place some dirt or clay on the mainland,

c. Using a running hose, a container of water or a faucet to simulate river
runoff, slowly wash the dirt into the sound.

d, On a sheet of paper, sketch the model and record the areas ol deposition
of the sediment.

e. Repeat this investigation using crushed ice piled on rhe mainland attd
allowing it to melt, thus simulating glaciers.

3.

Allow the whole model to dry completely, You may wish to color ia the land



5.
Process 2: Wind Erosion and Deposition

a, Fill up the tray so that water fills in the "sound" and "ocean."

b. Place some fine sand on the barrier island.

c. Place a fan on the seaward side of the model island or have someone blow
from that direction.

d. Blow the sand for approximately five minutes. Observe its movement
over the island and its deposition on the far side, Record the deposition on
the far side, Record the deposition patterns on a sheet of paper having a
sketch of the model.

Discussioa
1.

Discuss the effect of both processes on the "sound."  Both put sediments
in shallow sounds,!

2.

Discuss the various ways these processes could affect the shape of the land
as well as the water depth.  Produces spits, inlets, and, depending on
currents, shoals. Both processes cause sounds to become shallower,!
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Where are the Barrier
Islands and Sounds?

ObjectivesTo be able to locate some of the major islands, sounds, bays, inlets and
towns.

To be able to discuss the significance of the position of the towns and forts
in relation to the coastal features.

For each team, have a blank map of the North Carolina coast and a road map. TeaCher PreparatiOn
If possible, obtain Landsat or aerial photos of the areas  see resources!. Figure
18.

Provide crayons and small rulers to guage distances.

Proced IIre
Using the road map and the blank map, fill in the following locations:

Atlantic Ocean

Albemarle Sound
Pamlico Sound
Core Sound
Bogue Sound
Roanoke Sound
Cumtuck Sound
Hatteras Inlet

Mantco
Morehead City
S wan Quarter
Wilrnington

Oregon Inlet
Ocracoke Inlet
Beaufort Inlet
Bogue Inlet
New River Inlet
Comcake Inlet

Cape Fear River
Chowan River
Pamlico River
Neuse River
New River

Bodie Island
Hatteras Island
Ocracoke Island
Bogue Banks
Smith Island



Figure 18
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Answer the following questions:

a.

Off the North Carolina coast lie many long, thin islands called bgttlgt
. What do you think the word "barrier" means in this naine?

 Break or bar between ocean and mainland. Be prepared to discuss with
the class the meaning of the word "barrier."!

b.

Some of the barrier islands are large; some are small. Find the largest
island and write its name here: Hg~g~.

e.

Ocracoke  o-cra-coke! Island is located at about the middle of the North
Carolina coast, Find Ocracoke Island on the map. Using the scale of the
map, determine the length of Ocracoke. Measure it in miles and in
kiloineters. Fill in the blanks: Ocracoke Island is about Q7} miles hmg or
QQ}.kilometers long.

d.

Between the barrier island and the mainland are bodies of water. These
bodies of water are called ~. More properly they are called lagoons,
but most people in North Carolina call them sounds. Pamlico  Pam-Ii~o!
Sound is the largest sound in North Carolina. Part of it lies between
Ocracoke Island and the mainland. Measure the distance between Ocia-
coke Island and the mainland  Bluff Point!.  You will need the scale
again!. Ocracoke Island is ~miles or ~ kilometers from the mainland
by way of the shortest distance.

Between the barrier islands are gaps where water runs into and out of the
sourids. These gaps are called ~. How many inlets can you count
along the North Carolina coast? 'Were are ~ inlets on my map.

f.

Did you find more inlets north of Hatteras or south of Hatteras?  south!

g.

What is the naine of the inlet that separates Ocracoke Island from Hatteras
Island?  Hatteras Inlet!.

h.

The barrier islands are made of sand. Where do you think this sand caine
from? North-mountain erosion and glacier deposits. See if you can guess
how the barrier islands may have formed. Be prepared to discuss your
theory with the class and your teacher.

i.

'Ae barrier islands have two sides. One side- faces the ocean and the other
side faces the sound. Is the town of Ocracoke located on the ocean side or
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the sound side of Ocracoke Island?  sound side!

J-

Most of the barrier islands lie in a north-south direction. Can you find any
that he in an east-west direction? Name one ol these islands.  Note: If tire
ishutd does not have a name, write the name of a city located on the
island.! A barrier island lying in an east-west direction is ~~ggi

k.

What differences are there between barrier islands that run north to south
and those that run east to west?  North-south are longer!

I.

How do barrier islands help protect the sound and mainland &oN the
ocean and bad weather?  Absorb impact of heavy winds and waves!
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Scallop ShieM

To gain insight into the student's view of the coast, Objective

Construction paper and water colors or crayons. Teacher Preparation

Procedure

The last titne you went to the beach, did you
I, Stay in a  a! mobile home;  b! motel;  c! tent,

 d! camper;  e! other?

2. What animal represents the beach to you?

3, What would you bring back with you from the beach?

4. What would you most enjoy about your trip?

5. What is your favorite seafood?

6. What was your favorite activity at the beach?

Encourage discussion of how each child views the beach. Some
may play miniature golf or ride skateboards. Some may collect shells or
watch birds. Try to have each child come to a conclusion on what the
beach means to him or her.

Discussion

Instruct students to draw a scallop shell. Section it off into six equal parts.
Have students illustrate the answers to the following questions.
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Locate North River. Why do you suppose that the area between Harkcrs
sland and Beaufort is so full of mud Ilats and marshcs?  Sediment from

thc river is trapped.!

9.

Discuss some of the differences and similarities between a chart and a
topographic map  use, design. symbols!. Trace the drainage patterns into
some of the sounds or bays. Do they flow thmugh urban or rural areas?
What type of polluuon could be current to the estuary?

10.

4x:atc information on the Intracoastal Waterway. Where does it pass
through North Carolina?

Figure 19 Navigation and Charts "Red, Right, Returning"
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Find Your Way In

Objective Use navigatiOnnl aids to plot a bOat'S rOute to a marina.

Teacher PreparatiOn Dup/icate page and have StudentS plot their way,

Figure 20

black can buoy
odd numbers keep

to port  left!

red nun buoy
even numbers keep
to starboard  right!

lighthouse
special light
flash codes

standing marker
odd or even numbers

may have special
light flash codes

0
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ocean

marshy shoal

"dard Ru!e: "Red to the right when returning frotn ocean."
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Resources

FilmS 1. "The Beach, A River of Sand"; 20 min., color, 16 rnm.,
Encyclopedia Britannica.

Printed MaterialS l. Baker, Simon, 1977. The Citizen's Guide to North caroiirm's
Shifting Inlets. Sea Grant Publication Number UNC-SG-77415.
$1

2, Cape Hatteras Lighthouse  Grades 3-4!. $5.50. Project Cape Dare
County Schools, P.O. Box 640, Manteo, NC 27954,

3, Charts available from U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA, National
Ocean Survey, Rockville, Md. 20852.

4, Pilkey, O�Omn Pilkey Sr�Robb Turner. 1975. Hots to Eire with a¹
Island: A Hondbook to Bogue Banks, NC, N,C, Science and
Technology Research Center, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709.
$2.75.

5. Pilkey, O., W J. Neal, O. Pilkey Sr, 1978. From Cumtuck to CaIa-
bash: A Guide to North Carolina's Barrier Islands. Science
and Technology Research Center, Rese.arch Triangle Park, NC
27709.

RpfpTqgqpS 1. Bascorn, Willard, 1980, Waves and Beaches. Anchor Press!
Doubleday, Garden City, NY.
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Provincial Press, Raleigh, NC.

4, Godfrey, Paul. 1976. "Barrier Beaches ol' the East Coast," Ocearuar
�9!: 27-30.

5, Hoyt, John, 1971. FiekI Guide to Beaches, Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Boston, MA., 46 pp.

6. Leatherman, S.P., 1982, Burner Island Handbook. Distributed by
Coastal Publications, 5201 Burke Drive, Charloue, NC 28208.
109 pp.

7. MacNeill, Ben D. 1958. The Hatterasman. John Blair Publishing Co..
Winston-Salein, NC.



8. "Ottr Changing Atlantic Coastline," iVadonal Geographic, Dec. 1962,
pp, 860-887.

9. Shepard, Frances P. and Harold R Waniess. 1971. Our CAartgirtg
Cotrstlines. McGraw Hill Book Co., Ncw York, NY, 597 pp.

10, Schwartz, M.L.,ed. 1971, Barrierlslnnds. Dowden, Htttchenson and
Ross Inc.

11, Weedbee, Charles H. 1966, Legends of the Outer Banks, John Blair,
PabL, Winston-Salem, NC.

12, Wells, John T. and Charles H. Peterson. 1986 Attuutfe aud Gulf
Coastal Brrrriers. Available from U.S. Department of the
Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, National Wetlands.
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Background Reading

Beaches

Barrier island ecolog y is
an interaction of beaches,

dunes, maritime forests
and rnarshes,

Barrier Island Ecology

North Carolina's barrier island coastline supports an ever increasing
tourist and ~onal industry. People come to lie in the sand, swiin in
the surf. relax in motels or homes, and fish in the coastal waters. What
people value is the natural beauty of the barrier islands. To understand how
to live with these islands, it is important to know their component parts and
the interactions that characterize barrier island ecology,  Plgure 21!

Barrier islands are the land's first line of defense against the ocean' s
energy, The islands absorb the energy of the ocean winds and waves, but
their shapes are altered. Thus, a barrier island is a dynamic landform, Ib
sands are always moving, or ready to move, if sufficient energy is focused
upon them. These sands are sometimes partially stabilized by plants, but
their tenuous stability is easily disrupted by human development,

To live with an island, we must use the area that can tolerate use
and avoid development where the hnd is vulnerable. A u'anscction of a
barrier island from the beach to the salt marsh shows habitats that are
tolerant and sensitive to human development. The biota give hints about the
sensitivity of their habitats. For this reason, the barrier ishnd provides a
useful place to develop students' abilities to observe natural history.

Barrier island visitors recognize the beach as the portion of the
oceanfront between high and low tide. Geologists define "beach" as any
part of the shore influence by the effects of ordinary waves. This includes
nearshore sand bars as well as the berm � a supra tidal terrace of sand
brought ashore by waves.

Beaches are an accumulation of sediments. They are subject to
movement by ordinary waves and are in constant motion. Anyone can
stand where waves run up thc beach and watch beach sediments sweep by
his feet, The beach can bc composed of many materials. In North Carolina,
the beaches contain mostly quartz and feldspar from weathering granitic
rocks. Beaches elsewhere may be black volcanic sands, white carbonate
fragments or pink coral. Also, beaches may be comprised of cobblestone
rather than sand.

The most significant feature of beaches is sediment inObilit. Sand
moves along North Carolina's barrier islands as well as onshore and ogslrore,
The direction of sand movement is a function of wave climate  wave height.
direction and steepness! and the shape of the shoreline. Various structures can
interfere with sand movement. If sand becomes trapped in one place and does
not reach another portion of the beach, then that section is "starved" of its
regular supply of sand and will erode. Ihus, most attempts to "stabilize"
beaches are futile, displacing a problem from one place io another.
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DunesDunes and dune fields are lormed by wind transport of sand and the
growth of stabilizing vegetation. Sand moves by saltation, a process where
sand lifted by wind energy bounces along a loose sand surface and sets
other grains in inotion by its iinpact, Thc wind velocity necessary to initiate
sand rnovernent, known as the threshold velocity, and is about 10 m.p,h.

Onshore winds transport dry sand back from the beach. Since only
the smallest grains of beach sand usually move, dunes arc coinprised of
liner sand particles than the beaches. The fine sand particles move back to
form mounds in which dure plants can take root.

Tidal!ilter, or detritus, lel't behind at the high water mark often
provides a niche for plant growth necessary for dune formation. Vegetation
established at the high lide strand line or on a dune increases sand accumu-
lation by reducing wind velocity.

Plants, such as sea oats  Uniola pani culaia! and Ainerican beach
grass  Amniophila species!, develop extensive root systems capturing
moisture from rainfall and bind sand stabilizing the sand surfaces. These
plants can be buried under blown sand and still put up new shoots. Thus
they are superbly adapted to growing in the unstable dune environment.

Beach grass seedings grow quickly after periods of heavy rainfall
which provide sufficient moisture and stabilization. Root fragments from
beach grass clumps on dunes are a major means of establishing new dunes.
Embryo dunes, stabilized by plants, may coalesce to form a band of upward
growing dunes.

Dunes may also migrate and shit t tpositious frequently through
continuous windward erosion and leeward deposition. Storm waters
occasionally break through a dune to form "blowouts." On lhe Outer
Banks, you can find small, embryo dunes a foot in height capped by a
stabilizing crown of sea oats and gian  dunes like Kill Devil Hill over 100
l'eet high. The unvegeiated dunes can grow to huge proportions. Their
mobility and height are a function of thc wind strength. Jockey's Ridge at
Nags Head and Bear Islaiid have shifting dunes of notable size. On the
olher hand, vegetated dunes arc fairly stable, anchored by the complex root
system of the plants.

Dune plant ecology is influenced by an array of subtle and obvious
environmental factors. Salt spray is an obvious factor in deterinining dune
species. Some plants are well adapted to frequent spray and inay even
receive certain growth requiiemeiits in that form. Other factors influencing
plant growth on dunes include dune surface orientation, stability, distance
inland aud topography, Dune plants often live close to the limits of their
tolerance. As a result they are susceptible to human perturbation. There
are iiumerous examples of stable, vegetated dunes that have become barren
unstable dune fields through man's influence, These examples provide
solid reason for protecting dunes from development, vehicles and even
heavy foot traffic.

There are also man-made dunes on North Carolina's bamer islands.



Ourcr Bank coastal dunes were developed in the 1930s along Hatteras, Pea
and Bodie islands. Formed along snow fences, they are linear features
equivalent to scawalls. They were brilt to stabilize the sand, prevent
washovers, and thus protect the island highway, The height of these man-
made linear dunes provides protection from salt spray so that shrubs
normally found in the rear of the island have spread seaward often forming
impenetrable thickets 10 to 15 feet high. Actually, artificial dunes cause
increaW erosion on the beach face and, by preventing tbe natunl process
of oceanic overwash, have halted barrier island migration. Thus, the
stability ro the zone behind the dunes is artificial,

When barrier islands are wide enough, maritime forests can
develop. Composed of salt tolerant components of the coastal evergreen
forest, a maritime forest is dominated by live oak  Quercus virgi niaaa!,
laurel oak  Q, laurifolia! and yaupon holly  Ilex vomiroria! with wax myrtle
 Myrica cerifera!, red cedar  Jurriperus virgim'aria!, red bay  Persea
borbonia! and American holly  Il ex opaca! as associated species. Tire
ground cover is usually partridge berry  Mi cholia repeus! with vines such as
cat brier  Suiilax spp! and poison ivy  Raus radieans!. The maritunc forest
stabihzes shifting sands even more than dune plants and is also more
eAicient at retaining rainfall and nutrient materials from salt spray,

Maritime forests are restricted to wider, more stable portions of
barrier islands. Excellent samples exist m Duck Woods, Nags Head Woods,
Buxton Woods, Ocracoke Island, parts of Core Banks, Shackleford Banks,
Bogue Island, Bear Island and Smith Island, Much of the existing maritime
forest is privately owned and subject to increasing development pressure.

The maritime forest is relatively tolerant to human devebpment that
does not deplete or poHute the freshwater supply or open unn~ holes
in the forest canopy, The earliest settlemenls on the Outer Banks such as
Ocracoke, Portsmouth, Old Nags Head and Diamond City, were built in
maritime forests. Thus the inhabitants were on relatively high ground,
sheltered from storms and temperature extremes.

Tree sprx:ies have interesting adaptations for their salty environment
such as thick, leathery salt tolerant leaves, and physiological mechanisms
for excreting excess salt. However, as Dr. Vincent Begis, a biologist with
East Carolina University, points out, the forest itself is a study in comniu-
nity adaptation. The outer canopy serves in water retention and as a heat
shield that enables the absorptive root network to survive the drying
summer winds. The forest root zone operates as a selective ion filter
allowing excess amounts of sodium, chloride and magnesium ious to pass
through while retaining most of the needed nutrients nitrogen, phosphomus,
calcium and potassium, In summary, the maritime forest is specially
adapted to its coastal, sandy habitat.
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Salt MarshesThe landward margin of North Carolina's barrier islands is usually
fringed by salt inarsh. These habitats are flat beds of salt-resistant vegeta-
tion that can be flooded by sea water. The periodicity and duration of
flooding separates salt marsh plants into distinct zones. Salt marsh shrubs
such as the high tide bush  Baccharis hali mifoii a! and marsh elder  /va
fruiesceris!, plus herbs like sea oxeye  Borrichia fruresceas! edge the upper
high tide zone, Just below is a banen zone caused by too much salt in the
sandy soil. These barren "salt pans" are often surrounded by the highly
salt-tolerant succulent glass wort  Sali cornia spp,! once used by colonists in
pickling and still used by coastal residents to flavor salads.

Marsh plant distributions reflect the flooding regime. Large flats
regularly Hooded by salty high tides are occupied by salt marsh cordgrass
 Spariina alterniflora!. Where the shore is Hooded by several of the
month's highest tides one finds black needlerush  Juncus roernerianus!. In
areas flooded by a few of the high tides each month, salt hay  SfsarriIta
paieris! and spike grass  Distichlis spicara! grow along the edge. The zones
are sharply demaicated by slight elevation changes. Bridges provide a view
of the species gradient. Sal t marsh cordgrass is lowest and closest to the
water. Black needlerush grows behind the cordgrass and c loser to brackish
creeks. Salt hay, then shrubs, mark the upper edge of lhe marsh system.

Salt marshes are now protected from degradation. They are
valuable food sources for estuarine fish and invertebrates. They slow
shoreline erosion by absorbing wave energy. Education has changed
people's attitudes. Salt marshes were once considered smelly wastelands
suitable only for dredge and fill operations. h1ow they are recognized as an
important part of the coastal ecosystem.
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Summary

Figure 21
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 l! Barrier ishnds are nattually dynamic and change in width and length
due to energy from waves, washovers, longshore currents and depontion
�! All island habitats interrelate, i.e., one cannot stabilize a dune withons
affecting the beach or the maritime forest. �! Barrier island plants tatd
animals occupy envimnmentaHy rigorous habitats and have easily observ-
able adaptations that allow them to colonize these areas. ln many cases,
additional stress on these species can destroy whole populations and
the»eby affect the ecological balance of the entire barrier island system.



Vocabtttary

Adaptation - modifications of an organism which increase its survival
chances.

Beach - that portion of the shoreline from the berm to the nearshore sand
bars, It could be composed of sand, pebbles, shells, etc.

Berm - a terrace of sand found at the highest tide point where waves have either
deposited sand or eroded a little cliff.

Biota - the living plants aud animals in an area.

Blowout - for sand dunes it refers to the situation when winds move sand to
create an unstable moving dune in an area previously stabilized by
plants.

Dune - a mound of loose, wind-blown, granular material  gerterally sand!.

Habitat - an ecological term to indicate a place where an organism lives or
the place where one would go to find it; its "address."

Maritime Forest - the evergreen forest of salt-tolerant trees and
other plants that iuhabits the back portions of barrier islands.

Overwash - a process whereby waves washing over an island carry sand lrom
the seaside to the landside.

Saltation - the movement of sand by wind bouncing sand grains along a
loose sand surface thus setting other grains in motion.

Tolerance - the amount of stress an organism can absorb and still survive. The
maximum and ininimuin range in which an organism can survive is
called the "limits of tolerance."



What We Can Learn From
The Face of a Dune

ObjeCtiVeS To investigate the proCesses that cauSe duneS,

To be able to identif'y the parts of a dune.

To investigate some methods for stabilizing dunes.

Winds with speech over 10 m.p.h. can carry sand that can build dunes. The
sand grains are rolled up the windward slope and, if there is enough energy.
slip over the crest to the leeward side, Consequently, the windward side is a
gentle slope and the leeward side is steep and is known as the slipface.
Sand is deposited on the slip face. Thus, wind-deposited layers of sediment
are recognized by having angled layers, One can thus determine the
direction of the winds in ancient sedimentary rock formed from cemented
sand dunes.

TeaCher PreparattOfl PrOvide one Shoe box per team and tape it to the edge Of a t ble-
Have a sinaII quantity of fine sand for each box.

Have some matchsticks or plant pieces available,

Procedure 1.

The student is to act as the wind and blow the sand into a dune shape- BY
addiiig more sand to the source, a competition can be set up to see which
teain can blow up, or build, the highest dune.

2.

Draw and label the dune's shape in profile  side view!.

3,

Investigate different types of simulated dune stabilizers  matchsticks to be
"fences" or plant pieces to bc "planted beach grass"! and note the effect on
the dune movement.
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What would conditionsn itions have to be lor a beachr a ch dune to migra
on to hold i t; wind.!

Discussion

3.
In the diagram hei
the wmd blow in

ow of a part of sedirnen tary rock, in what di
'Th k fth e slip face angle.!

Sedimeittary ROCk

West East

a-
b-

west wind
east wind
west wind
west wind

C-
d-

2.
How do beach stab's ilizers affect the hei ? 

steeper,!
ey it a fence orplant?!  MakeMake dune higher and
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5.
Third, measure it. Use weight, size, Aotatiort, sinking, ability to hold water,
etc,

6.

Note � Do not use all your sand on one experimenL

Discussion

2.

List the differences between the sands and discuss how the students
determined there was a difference.

3.

Let the students make some hypotheses on where the sand originated.
 Heavier sand stays in the surf, lighter sand is carried up to the dunes. land
with pieces of detritus and leaves or such might come from a river, pure
sand is sorted already, etc.!

I.
Bring the class together after 20 minutes fordiscussion. List the observations
on the board,



Identifying Sediment Contents
of the Beach

To separate living from nonliving parts in sediment by visuaI iderttiftcatint

In explaining this lab, teachers should emphasize that sedimertt which
makes up the beaches, and bottoms of sounds and oceans may come fram
many sources. For example, the beaches of North Carolina consist ofabua
95 percent inorganic material and 5 percent shell pieces north of Cape
Hatteras, South of Cape Hatteras, it's 75 percent inorganic  quartz and
feldspar! and 25 percent shell. Further south near Miami Beach, Fh� tk
beach consists of about 50 percent inorganic and 50 percent sheIL Actu-
ally, anything that does not decay will deposit in the sediment layers. Cua
sequently, in analyzing sediment from different places, we can determines
lot about the plankton  floating plants and animals! and the benthos
 bottoin dwellers!. Thc trick is to be able to identify the makeup of the
sediment from the bits and pieces lcn fiom the whole animals and be able
to separate these from bits of rock.

Teacher Preparation Collect shells. dried starfish, sca urchins, crabs, coral, fish bones, fish
scales, and similar types of marine organisms that would leave some "hatd
parts" when dead. The students can probably bring in enough samples for t
class activity,

Have some sand and clay brought in for the class.

Have dissecting scopes or a hand lens available for students.

Have some small cups for mixing up sediment and some tools for breaking g
specimens,

Procedure i.
Have the students identify animal specimens available.

2.

Divide the class into small groups with examples of the anitnals. Each
group is to brcak the specimens into srnallcr and smaller parts. Make sure
that thc student can identify thc specimen using the smaller pieces. Record
the descriptions.

3.

Exchange the broken pieces so that students learn to recognize other

QbjeCtiyeS To learn to recognize an organism by looking at a fragment.
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tmcns from pteces

4.

When the students have become familiar with their animals, lct them look
at sand and clay particles under thc hand lens. Have them invcsugate how
they would distinguish betwccn thc living Parts and thc nonliving Parts
b~cd on their observations.

Discussion1.
What wottld cause shells to brcak up?  Waves, current, wind, animals,
weather.!

2.
What is the smallest size piece from which a student could identify thc
specimen?

3.
What would be one hypothesis to explain why there arc less minerals or
sand as we go to beaches further south?  Consider that thc source of most
q uartz and feldspar sand comes from rivers carrying glacier materials from
several thousand years ago. Assuming the glacier stopped around Ncw
>cracy, thc amount ol material just thins out as one goes south,!

4.
What wott]d bc sonte reasons why a scientist would want to know thc
makeup of sediment,ak f sed' t?  Original source of materials, direction of uansporta-
"on, mineral resource.!

5.
ln the condusion of this exercise, let the students test their skills by descri>
ing a mixture made by combining specific specimen pieces and sand irt
stnall cops. Depending on the type of class, thc rnixturcs could be morc
contplex and the identif tcation could be handled in pcrccntagcs rather than
just descriptions.



Model of a Barrier Island

ObjeCtiVeS TO COnstmct a madel Of a bamer island.

To use the model to show soine of the effects of salt spray on the island.

Teacher PreparatiOn Provide each group with a flat board or piece of cardboard; plaster of Pamr,
small pieces of evergreen cedar or juniper, spray bottle filled with ink or
can of spray paint.

Procedure 1.
On the board, outline the shape of an island.

Using a thick mixture of pIaster of Paris and water, build up the model so
that is has a gently sloping bearh, higher dunes, a lower area for the
maritime foiest, and a gently sloping inarsh area  see diagram!,

3.

When the plaster is nearly dry, insert small pieces of cedar j ust so the tops
are even with the dunes and some are quite a bit higher.

4.

Process: When the model is dry, investigate the salt spray over the island.
Hold the spray no higher than the highest part of the beach tuea. Spray.
Observe the area colored or wet. Hold the spray slightly higher and spray
again- Again record the area colored or wet  This would simulate normal
sslt spray coming l'rom breaking waves, the sea breeze and the effects of
storms.!

DigcuSSion l.
What part of the island absorbs inost of the salt spray?  Dunes!

2.

What type of plants could grow on the dunes? What special adaptations to
'wind and salt are present?  Deep roots, tolerance to salt!

3.

Observe the effects of spray on the trees. What happened to the higher
trees? SinCe salt can kin some plant leaveS and SteinS, what wOuld happen
to the shape of the trees?  Tnmmed by wind!
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4.

Discuss some >< >e p aces on the islands that would receive the least
amount of salt spmy "d vvhy. How would this affect the plant and animal
life?  Betvvee< d" ne artd back from beach. Less lolerant species can live
here.!

5.

For further investISati». grow different types of plants in paper cups in the
chssgnm. ~ce <ey ha>e grown, divide them into groups and subject
them to differertt amourtts of salt spray  salt water in the spray bottle!.
pbserve the effects on the plants,

salt spray
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Resources

1, "Billion-Dollar Marsh": 44 min.; color, Time-Life.

2. "Birds of the Sandy Beach": 10 min.; color; B,F.A.

3. "Birds of the Shore and Marsh": 14 min.; color, Coronet.

4, "Salt Marshes: Barrier between Sea and Land": 24 min.; cola;
Harper Row: Written by the authors of I.ife and Death af a Sdt
lttarsh, John and Mildred Teal,

5. "Succession from Sand Dune to Forest": 16 min,; Encyclopedia
Britannica.

6. "The Salt Marsh: A Question of Values": 22 min.; color, EncydopA
Britannica.

Printed Materials 1. "Barrier Islands of Georgia" poster, Department of Natural Re-
sources, Atlanta, GA 30334.  Poster has two sides: one showittg
the geography of the Georgia islands and the other showing the
transect biota across the island.!

2, Kraus, E. Jean Wilson. 1988. A Guide ta Ocean Dune Plants ComereIt
to North Caro/ina. UNC Sea Grant and The Uruversity of North
Carolina Press. $4.50.

3. Mau and the Sea Coast - Barrier Island Geology set of 30 shdes with
script, on loan. UNC Sea Grant Marine Education. North
Carolina State University, Box 8605, Raleigh, NC.

4. Pilkey, Orrin H�William J. Neal, Orrin Pilkey Jr. aud Stanley Riggs.
From Cumtuck to Calabash. Sec, Ed. 1980, N,C, Scieuce aud
Technology Research Center, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709,

»Ikey, O�Orrin Pilkey Sr., Robb Turner. 1975, How ta IJswe trith aa
Island; 4 Handbook to Bogue Banks, NC. Write to N.C.
Board of Science and Technology, Researr.h Triangle Park. NC
27709,

6, Prolect CAPE, Dare County Schools, P.O. Box 640, Manteo, NC
27954.  A! 4 Guide to Field Trip Sladies for the Coastal
Fnviranment, $3,50,  B! 4 Guide re Field Trip Sites its Coastal
North Caroline, $2.50,

FllIIlS The Curst three f!lms are excellent resources to show the ecological and
management aspects of the marsh.
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SclIo "~" ~ ' +~s Capes and Sovrtds.

g gerscoass Plants of sh< C'esrofirsas,for Corrservasioa arug Jseaarjfleadoss.
~C O 3~- Writ UNCS~G~torricc. W,~O,

9 Qjfberhom, Ge" c. f076. Tiff WetfartrI plants of y&Jf]rsia. Lrd. Serios
No. l9. Write to Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Glouccster
Poin , VA 23062.

lp gpitsbergen, Judith. ] 980. Seacoas< f+c. N.f . State Museum ol Natural
History.

l l, Teal, M. and J. Teal. 1969. Ijfeand Deathofa SalSMarsh. l ittfc, Brown
and Comp., Boston, MA.

Wiktljfe of JwRes> Sss vasss, and Marshes. National Wildltfc Federa-
tion, One copy free. others l0 cents,
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Estuarine Geology

Estuarine areas develop during periods of rising sea level in
locations sheltered from the sea. They are characterized by the mixing of
fresh water with sea water. Rising sca ievel traps and reworks sediment
particles in sheltered coastal waters. It keeps sediments from washing
away, and it produces environments in which fresh water/sea water mixing
retains more sediment,

Background Reading

North Carolina has had a coastline for about I80 million years. In
the past, the location of the coastline has been as far inland as Raleigh and
as far seaward as the edge of the continental shelf. These changes have
been brought about by changes in sea level. The amount of water present in
the oceans depends on thc shape of ocean basins and the volume of liquid
water on the earth's surface.

The maximum low of the oceans was about 350 to 500 feet below
present sea level. 'Ibis means that while an immense glac ter occupied the
middle of the country, the coastline was located as much as 300 miles
seaward of its present position, During these periods, deep valleys were
carved out by rivers flowing across the coastai plain. Today that phtin is the
continental shelf. And the valleys are the sites of drowned rivers called
estuaries. The Neuse, Pamlico, Roanoke. Cape Fear and New River
estuaries are examples of this feature in North Carolina.

As the ice sheets melted, however, sea Ieve[ rose. When the ke
sheets were smallest, sea level was 150 to 300 feet above its present
position. Extrcme high and low sea levels have occurred four times ia the
past million years. Smaller fluctuations occurred more frequently m
same period, These sea level changes have left their record as coasud phun
terraces of North Carolina.

Estuarine systems develop
in sheltered waters during

periods of rising sea levels,

North Carolina's barrier islands are thought to have formed frnn3

During periods of colder climates, liquid water has been tied up in
ice sheets that covered much of the surface of the earth. This phenomenon is
lmown as continental glaciation. From about one million lo 12,000 or
15,000 years ago, ice sheets advanced at least four times in the northern
hemisphere. At the time of maximum development, this vast ice sheet
extended as far south as New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Missouri,
Kansm and Nebraska. It spread as far west as the Rocky Mountains and was
over a nule thick in parts. This quantity of ice moved countless tons of
material, forming many geographic features of the northern United States.
TTte glaciers also locked up large volumes of water, This caused sea level
to fall and expose large areas of land that had been submerged under the
sea During the last ice age, much of the continental sheif Iay exposed and
presumably covered by cold, lowland marshes and swamps.
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Figure 22: Watersheds

River Drainage Systems
of North Carolina



sedimeirts camcd to thc seacoast by rivers during periods when sea level
was lower than it is now.  The theories of bamcr island formation have
been described elsewhere in this book.! But, once formed, the islands
protected landward areas from the full force of the ocean's energy, During
periods of rising sea level, sea water flooded low-lying areas behind the
islands ta form sounds, lagoons, and estuaries in the river mouths. Hese
protected waters provide a low energy trap for sediment particles moved
seaward by rivers and landward by ocean waves and currents. 7%us, these
protected waters became increasingly shallow.

The latest ice age occurred about 17,000 years ago, Since then, the
great North American icc sheets have been melting. This has resulted ia
rising sea level that has been continually flooding North Carolina's low-
lying coastal areas. The ice melted because the climate got warmer. This
warming also caused changes in North Carolina's forests.

Studies ol'plant pollen and other fossils trapped in layers of peat in
the Great Dismal Swamp show that cold weather forests of fu and spruce
occupied uplands of Beaufort and Bertie counties less than 50,000 years
ago. A gradual warming forced the spruceVir forest to retreat northwanl
arxl to higher elevauons. Relics of this forest survive today on scattered
mountain tops in the Smokies and Blue Ridge. With the warming trend,
beech and maple trees replaced conifers. Later, they were replaced by oak
and hickory. Pines occupied well-drained sand beach ridges and vast areas
cleared by fires in the hardwood forests.

As this change occurred inland, other plants began to colonize on
the edges of the sounds and estuaries, Marsh plants grew but were often
drowned by rising sea level, However, as morc sedinient was added at the
edge of the sounds and as the rise of sea level slowed, salt marsh phnts took
hold, Grasses began to grow where tides flooded the ground less than half
the time, Sparri na rdrerni flor, a tall, coarse grass, grew above- mid-tide
level, while Sparrr'rra parens, a finely textured relative, grew near the high
water level.

Rivers brought morc sand down into the sheltered estuarine zone.
Some was trapped in sand bars across inlets, but some settled about the
stems and roots of Spanina. Gradually, as morc sediment was trapped, the
plants grew into new territory and marshes began to fill the sounds, 4goons
and estuaries.

As sea level rose, plant growth and trapped sediment simul~y
raised the level of the marsh. Sparri na parens grew wel I on Ia Yers of peat
accumulated from the roots and leaves of previous growth. And as sea
water crept inland, the ruarsh extended inland with it. Freshwater grasses
and shrubs were engulfed by rising salt water and were replaced by salt
marsh grasses. Freshwater cypress swamps became flooded with sea water
And as the soil became soaked with salt, the cypress died and the salt
inarshes marched on to claim larger areas of what had been freshwater
swamps.  Figure 23A!,

The same drama occurred along creek banks and bogs. Usually the
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n; clue:
es in bank

 Bellis, V.J., O' Connor, M.P., and Riggs, S,g. l975. Estuarine Shoreline Erosion in Albemarle/Pamlico Region
of North Carolina. UNC Sea Grant Publication UNC-SG-75-29.!



water in the creeks moved rapidly, eroding the curved edges of the creeks.
'Ibis caused sedunent to be deposited farther along the creeks. Heavy rains
helped create channels in the inarsh and in ri vers. This allowed salt water to
move inland where the process of marsh-building continued.  Figore 238!.

The marsh-building process continued over thousands of years.
North Carolina's northeastern coastal marshes have been inundaled by 6 to
12 inches of wa ter each century, or 5 feet every thousand years.

How do we know this is happening? When building highways,
workers found huge cypress logs buried under 10 feet of salt marsh peat. In
addition, geologists often find thick layers of freshwater peat under salt
marshes indicating former freshwater bogs, And in the North Carolina's
sounds, boaters often find submerged stumps and logs that are remains of
ancient l'orests.

Single cypresses still stand miles from the nearest land. Examina-
tion of early maps and navigational charts reveal that these logs and trees
were once on small islands with houses and ore hards present during the
colonial period, Batts Island, once located in Albemarle Sound, is an
example of one of these occupied islands.

The struggle between land and sea continues. One example is
Indian Island. 'Vis small island in the Pamlico River lost about 102 feet of
shoreline between I938 aud I970, At the present rate of erosion �.2 Eeet
per year!, Indian Island will probably be gone in 150 years,

If sea level continues to rise at an accelerated pace, much of the
low-lying coastal plain will be inundated. Areas in Dare, Hyde and TyrieII
counties are especially vulnerable.

No "remedies" for erosion exist. Some methods such as bulkheads
and sea walls are prohibited along North Carolina's oceanfront. The effec-
tiveness of other methods is still in question. Therefore, the concept of a
changing shoreline due to sea level rise is important to discuss.
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Vocabulary

Continental Glaciation - a period of time during ice ages when much of the
continent is covered by a huge sheet of ice.

Continental Shelf - a zone from the low tide line to a depth where there is a
marked increase of slope,

Clacier - a large mass of ice and snow that forms in areas where the rate of
snowfall constantly exceeds the rate at which it melts. It moves
slowly down a mountain slope or valley until it melts or breaks
away.

Pleistocene Period - a period of dme that began about I million years ago
that is characterized by ice sheets over Europe and North America.

Sediment - small bits of worn away rocks that are transported by wind and
water.

Spertina - a hearty, sal t-tolerant grass.

Submergence - a process in which the coast is covered by the ocean due
either to a rising sea level or coastal subsidence.

Terraces - wide, step-like features. They are relatively level surfaces
bounded by a steep, upward slope on one side and a steep down-
ward slope on the other side.
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Layering of Sediments

pbgeChVe TO Observe hOw Sethmenta settle in layerS.

Procedure 1.

Mix one part each of sand, soil and pebbles in the pail and add enough
water to hold them together.

2.
Fill the gallon jar with water.

3.

Add 3 to 4 spoonfuls of mud mixture to the water and observe the sinking and
layering of the particles.

4.

Observe which kind of particles form the bottom layer, next layer, etc.

5.

Set the jar aside and note changes that take place throughout the day. Tape
may be applied to the outside of the jar to note height of the layers and the

e of day. More spoonfuls may be added to show how the layering is a
conunual process.

Discussioa l.

How does this activity represent what may be happening in t e m
when rivers and inlets deposit sediment?  Figure Z2!  Shows where seth-
ments are deposited.!

2.

lf a geologist only finds very fine mud and silt in the estuary, what hyltothe-
ses could he make about the foHowing?

A. The nver current - slow or fast?  Slow!
B. Where could the heavier particles like sand be found, Up-? U
stream or downstream?  Upstream!

TeaCher Preyar'atiOa About a pint of sand; rock particles; soil; tap water,' pail; masking tap"
gallon jar; spoon.
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Figure 24

ver sedimen

 estuary!

sand deposits

Depositional Patterns in an
Estuary!Barrier Island System

A. Delta formed by the ebb tide flowing from the estuary. Note
that it is being stretched southward by the longshore current.

8, Delta formed by the flood tide. Note that the spit is made up of
sediment from this flood tide delta. inlet migration and island lengthening
occur this way.

C. Washover sediment in the process of being colonized by marsh
grasses. Lateral migration of the island occurs this way,

Sediment in the sound is made up of river sediment and sea sedi-
ment washed in through inlets. As estuaries flood rivers via rising sea
level, river flow is very slow and most of the river sediment has already
been deposited before reaching the sound.

8. flood
tidal delta

~ ~

hore

ent

. ebb-tide
delta
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S>ltatIon Rates

pbjec	>e The students will observe how larger, heavier particles sink faster than
smaller particles m water.

Tegcber prep11r11!IOu Prepare abOut a pint Of clean, fine-grain Sand and variaus sizeS Of pebbiea;
two clear containers; water, metronome or stopwatch; paper, pencil; and
mess ann g tape

Procedure I.

Have children guess which particles they think will sink fastest.

2.

If using a metronome, set it at approximately I- to 2-second intervals, Itis
helpful if a student says "go-stop" to the beat of the metmaome or when
pushing the stopwatch button.

3.

The students record the time it took for the particle to fall and their observa-
tions of it, Have them draw the particle to size and record the time under-
neath it.  It is helpful if the student wets his finger, puts the particletxi it.
then touches his finger to the water's surface at "go."!

DISCQSS10B How would the rate of sinking affect sediment size at the mouth of a nver?
 Particles that sink fastest would be located closest to the river mouth,
slower settling particles would be found fanhcr into the ocean or sound.!
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Mierosediments in Estuaries

ObjectivesTo observe sediment particles and perhaps some mictofossils under the
dissecting scope or a low-power microscope.

To realize that some areas once underwater will ha ve microfossil remains.

To locate some microorganisms in marine or fteshwater environments today
and observe the shapes,

ln a sediment sample, the nonliving parts will include particles of
clay, salt, sand and other eroded minerals. They have shapes and Mors that
can be observed and drawn. Also the sedirnenls contain sinall organisms
that once lived in the plankton  upper layer of the water! or on the surface
sediment. These include foraminifera  mainly inarine! and pieces of sinaII
snails, clams and echinoderms. The most abundant marine fossils are the
foraminifera or "forams." A foraminiferous shells usually is coiled like a
tiny snail shell and made of calcium carbonate.  Examples - Figure 25!

Teacher PreparationObtain sediinent from the top centimeter of a marine habitat such
as a marsh or mud Hat.  You can order diatomaceous earth or ptepared
samples from a biological supply house,! Sediment from a freshwater pond
or stream would contain many types of particles and some organisms, too.
Obtain some screen sieves to separate out the coarse material, aluminum
foil to inake drying dishes for samples; dissection scopes; microscopes;
small paintbrush for separating samples; and black paper for ruounting
samples for lhe dissecting scope,

PrOCedure
i.

CoHect the sediment sample. Separate out coarse material by washing the
sample through a sieve, Most clays should dissolve and wash out, leaving a
fine collection of sediment particles in a dish or in finer sieves,

3.

When ihe sample is dry, take a small paintbrush that is slightly wet on lop
and transfer individual grains from the foil to a section of black paper stuck
to a slide. Some samples may be transferred to clear slides for use with the
coin pound Illicfoscope.

4.

Observe and record thc shape, color and texture of some of the once-living

2.

Dry small portions of the sediments in an oven or by air. Use the aluminum foil
to hold separate samples,
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sediment particles Observe record and try to identify soine of the organic
particles using the identification pictures given here.

5.

Place a drop of diluted hydrochloric acid on the sample. This will cause
any calcium carbonate or shell material to bubble and fizz.

Discussion

Discuss the types of sediment particles found in relation to their habitats.

2.

Use library books to explain how foraminifera and diatoms are important to
a food chain,

3.

What would the presence of forainini fera tell you about the origin of asediraerit
sample?
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Pigore 25 Foraminiferans Often Found in Sediment
Size: 5 to 8 ram

d grains



Resources

Fj[~ 1. "Crisis in the Estuary": 15 min.; color; Miiner-Fenwick, Irtc,

2. "Estuarine Heritage": 28 min.; color, NQAA-free loan.

3, "Estuary": 28 min.; color; EPA-free loan; Modern Talking Pictures.

Printed Materials 1. Estuary - What a CruZy Place. National Wildlife Federation. One copy
fee, additional ones are 25 cents apiece.

2. Miller, Christina and L.A. Berry . 1989, Coastal Rescue: Preservtag
Our Sea Shores. Atheneurn Press, NY. $12.95.  Written fa'
junior high-age students.!

3. Pocusias, Ed. RichardCurtis. Duke University.

4. Pringle, Lawrence. 1973. Estuanes, Where River MeetstheSea.
MacMillan Publishing Co., New York, NY. 50pp,  Written fa'
junior high students!.

5. Reid, G, 1967. Ecology of Inland Waters and Estuaries. Reinhold
Publishing Corp�New York, NY.

6. Titus, James G �1987. Greenhouse Effect, Sea l.evel Rise and Coastal
Wetlaeds. U,S. EPA,Office of Policy Analysis, Washington, DC.
20460.
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Background Reading

Estuarine Ecology

North Carolina has an irregularly shaped coastline. Numerous
rivers and bodies of water indent the coast. And hundreds of fingers f 1 d
p jcct out into the water. The ocean coastline is a series of fringingmgers o an

islands. These sandy, offshore beaches border thc coast more or less
continuously from Sandy Hook, N J., to Miami, Fla.

Along North Carolina's coast, these offshore "banks" l'orm banier
islands. This chain of islands is broken at several places by inlets of various
sizes. And broad, shallow sounds separate the islands and the mainland, At
the northeastern cnd of the coast, these islands are up to 25 miles away from
the land. At the southern end, the barrier islands lie closer to thc mainland,
making the sounds disappear altogether.

The sounds are bordered by flat grasslands known as salt marshes,
Sounds, inlets, rivers, creeks and salt marshes are known jointly as the
North Carolina estuarine system.

Estuaries are defined as semi-enclosed bodies of water with  ree
connections to the open sea. Here, sca water is diluted measurably by fresh
water draining off thc land. The term "estuary" is restricted to river mouths,
but general texts usually refer to thc sounds of North Carolina as "tidal
estuarie."

Thc estuarine system of North Carolina covers over 300 linear rnilcs
�80 kilorncters!. This actually forms thousands of miles of coastline and
millions of acres of estuarine habitats,

Estuaries can be divided into four basic types, These are:  l!
coastal plain estuaries, or drowned river valleys, �! bar-built estuaries, �!
estuaries produced by tectonic processes, and �! fjords. Estuaries of the
coastal plain and bar-built type are found in North Carolina,

Coastal plain estuaries are found along coasts characterized by
rising sea level. Circulation within these estuaries is related to river flow

currents. Since river water is lighter than salt water, it. flows out
over the sea water, This establishes two difterent layers ol'water separated
by a density interface where mixing occurs, Thc extent to which salt water
intrudes into thc estuary and the degree of mixing between salt and fresh
water layers is controlled by tides and winds. The Cape Fear River mouth
is North Carolina's best example of a two-layered coastal plain estuary,

Many of thc estuaries of Nonh Carolina are bar-built estuaries.
These estuaries form when sand carried by wave action accumulates in
offshore bars and harrier islands and enclose coastal water to form shallow
estuaries, Cumtuck Sound is North Carolina's best example of such an
estuary-

JVorth Carolina's estuarine
system is large and linked
together by circulation of
bracki.sh ~ater.
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Figure 26 Circulation Patterns in the E t S
e s uary ystem

~ denser, salt flow

Vertical layering depends on density

ocean How

Surface circulation depends onnds on the direction of tidal flow



Fjords are inlets in the coastal areas of formerly glaciated valleys,They occur at latitudes above 38 degrees where Pleistocene glaciers carved
their way to the sea.

Estuaries produced by tectonic processes occur where thcrc hasbeen earth inovement by faulting, folding or local subsidencc or emergence
ofland.

The salt water in North Carolina's estuarine system comes from theAtlantic Ocean. The fresh water comes from several major river systems.
From north to south, the rivers emptying into the estuarine system ate thc
Chowan, Roanoke, Pamlico, Neuse and New rivers. The Roanoke, Pamlico
and Ncuse rivers drain the Piedmont and coastal plains, Thc others drain
only the coastal plain. The Cape Fear River diflers from all others as it
flows directly into the ocean rather than to the landward edge of lhc
estuarine system.

Inlets form the dynamic link between ocean and coastal sounds.
Sea water is transported through inleLs by tides and winds to mix with
freshwater supp!ied by land runoff. The estuarine system is protected from
high ocean energies. TTtus, such low energy environments as marshcs, mud
flats, oyster reefs, tidal creeks and submerged grass beds can develop.
 Figure 28!

Mud flats, oyster reefs and grass beds are found within the shallow
regions of the sounds. Marshes and tidal creeks are found boidering
sounds.

Mud flats and oyster reefs can be located where they are perma-
nently submerged or between high and low lide levels in the intertidal zone.
Mud flats are formed in areas of fine scdimcnt deposition that receive little
current or wave action,  Figure 24!. Oyster reefs form on a firm substrate
when oysters  Crassosrrea virgini ca! attach, then provide additional sub-
strate for other oysters, Grass beds form in shallow areas where currents
move slowly, providing a favorable habitat for growth of eel grass  Zosrera
marina!. These beds are highly productive and may occupy large areas of
North Carolina sounds.

Salt marshes are flat beds of salt-resistant vegetation occurring in
the intertidal zone bordering sounds, lagoons and estuaries. Salt marshes
are often classiflted into two basic groups, i.e. regularly and irregularly
flooded marshcs.

Irregularly flooded marshcs are flooded at irregular intervals by
storm- and wind-driven high tides. Morc than I 00.000 acres of North
Carolina marshes are irregularly flooded, These irregularly flooded
marshes usually have firm, sandy bouom surfaces and are drained by short,
relatively unbranched, tidal creeks. Durr'ng periods of heavy winter rain,
irregularly flooded salt marshes may be covered with fresh water. During
periods of high storm tides, they may be flooded wt th nearly full-strength
sea water. And during spring and early summer, they may become so dry
that no standing water can be found. Black ncedlerush  Jtinctts roemeria-
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rirrs! is the most dominant planL It grows to about 3 feet and is very dense.

Regularly flooded salt marshes are flooded by almost every normal
high tide. There are about 58,000 acres of regularly Ilooded salt rnarshes in
North Carolin. Long, dendriticaliy branched tidal creeks drain these soft-
bottorn rnarshes.

North Carolina also has about. 47,000 acres of coastal freshwater
marshes that are rarely floode with sall water. In general, the waters
flooding these rnarshes are fresh to moderately brackish, Over half of this
type of marsh is found around Currituck Sound, North Carolina's norttu~-
rnost sound.

Marsh drainage creeks can be considcrcd thc lile lines of the marsh.
Sea water comes through inlets into the sounds, filling thc creeks that later
serve as conduits and carry water into the marsh.

The distribution of marsh plants is usually in distinct zones, The
zones arc conirolled by tidal creeks fed by flooding regimes. Salt marsh
cordgrass  Sparrina alrerriiflara! grows close to the creek banks. As you
move farther away from the tidal creeks, you scc other plant species such as
another species of Sparrina, S, parerrs  salt marsh hay, spike grass-
 Disri eblis spi cata!, black nccdlerush  Juircrrs roemerlarru s!, and glass wort
 Salicornla spp!, arc rhe most common.

At the upland border of salt marshcs, you sometimes find a barren
zone that is flooded only during thc highest high tides. This area, known as
the salt pan, often has soil waters two or three times as salty as sea water,
Another feature sometimes associated with marshcs is a hammock, an
elevated area covered with cedar and hardwood uccs.

Twelve major sounds lie along North Carolina's coast. They vary
irr size, shape, depth and salinity. Most are shallow and differ in the amount
of freshwater runoff that reaches them from thc mainland. &c plants and
animals of these sounds vary due to the resultant differences in salinity
regimes.  Figure 27!

Currituck Sound is about 40 miles long, three to four miles wide,
and less than 7 feet deep in most areas. It is essentially a low-salinity lagoon
draining the bordering swamps and lowlands. It opens into the eastern end
of Albemarle Sound to the south, And the Inland Waterway links it with
Norfolk ro the north and with the North River tributary of Albemarle Sound
to the southeast, The mouth of Currituck Sound is about 24 miles from
Oregon Inlet, which is the nearest opening to thc ocean. Consequently, the
sound's waters are fresh to brackish and support waterfowl, freshwater
game fish, and such migrants to fresh water as striped bass and alewive.

Albemarle Sound stretches east to west about 55 miles. It averages
seven miles wide and has a fairly level bottom surface about 18 feet deep.
Eight rivers, including the Roanoke and Chowan, drain into the sound. And
the sound drains through Croatan and Roanoke sounds into the upper part of
Pamlico Sound. lhe Inland Waterway connects it with Currituck Sound to
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Figure 27

The Sounds of Coastal North Carolina
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the northeast, and, by way of thc Alligator River, with Parnlico Sound to the
south. Albemarle is essentially a freshwater sound. It is an exceptionally
favorable habitat for anadromous fishes  those that seek fresh water to
spawn!. 'Ae resulting fish migrations coupled with the level bottom surface
suitable for staking nets create the cnvironinent for the intensive fishery of
the area.

Roanoke and Croatan sounds parallel each other and extend south
from eastern Albemarle imo northeastern Pamlico Sound. Roanoke Sound
is about eight miles long, one half to two miles wide, and is I to 3 feet deep
in most areas. Croatan Sound, west of Roanoke Island, is also about eight
miles long, but is 2 to 4 miles wide and generally 7 to IO feet deep. This
sound is impotent to the circulation and drainage from Albemarle to
Pamlico Sound. Accordingly, it is a potential bottleneck for anadromous
fishes entering Albemarle Sound, But because of high freshwater circula-
tion, it has not produced many oysters.

Parnl ico Sound is approximately 70 miles in its long northeast-
southwest dimension and varies from 10 to 30 miles in width, ln the basins,
the bottomland is fairly level at approximately 20 fcct, But there are
extensive shoals distributed as follows:

1. Completely around thc shoreline grading into the exlensive
bordering marshes,

2. As flood tidal deltas at the four existing inlets,

3, Between the converging mouths of the rivers, especially the two
larger ones � the Neusc and Pamlico,

4. Extending northward from Ocracoke Inlet as Bluff Shoal. This
shoal is created I'rom thr. deposition of suspended matter
where waters draining from thc north meet drainage froin
the southwesL Thus, the merged cstuarics of the Neuse and
Pamlico rivers form one basin of Albemarle Sound, while a
second basin stretches northeast toward Roanoke and
Croatan Sounds.

The salinity in Pamlico Sound varies with location. Sessile fishery
forms are distributed accordingly: clams at the mouths of inlets, and oysters
along the inland shores.

Core Sound begins at thc southern part of Pamlico Sound and
extends southwesterly about. 36 miles, Near Bcaufori. it. joins Bogue Sound,
which stretches about 25 miles west to S wansboro. These sounds vary from
I to 6 miles in width and are extremely shallow. Core Sound averages only
3 IP feet deep and Bogue Sound about 2 I/2 feet deep. Considerable.
drainage runs from the surrounding lowland by way of marshes and sinall
creeks. The North River and the Newport River form large arms of these
sounds opposite Beaufort Inlet. The Inland Waterway cuts through to the
Newport River from Pamlico Sound to Beaufort. Here it takes a westerly
course through Bogue Sound.



ln addition to Beaufort and Bogue inlets, two other inlets --Ocracoke
and Hatteras -- cut through the Outer Banks to connect Core Sound with the
ocean.

Beaufort Inlet and the adjacent intersection of the sounds and
"rivers" afford a terminal for coastal, inland-water, and land transportation
that contributed to the rise of Beaufort and Morehead City as fishing towns
and seaports.

Southwest from Bogue Inlet and extending to the mouth of the Cape
Fear River  a distance of about 75 miles!, the coast is fringed with nuiner-
ous small, shallow lagoons interrupted by marshes, Streams and creeks of
varying volume flow into these small lagoons. And several small inlets
connect them with the sea. The sizable New River drains across the
rnarshes between Bogue and Stump Sound and into the ocean by way of
New River Inlet. 'Ihe larger lagoons of this area are Stump, Topsail,
Middle, Masonboro and Myrtle,

There is very little open water between the Cape Fear River and the
state line 32 miles to the wesL The Inland Waterway, which continues
southward through ihe sounds and rnarshes inentioned above, cuts through
marshes in this area and leads to Charleston, S.C., and eventually
Brownsville, Texas.
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Vocabulary

Banks - another name for barrier islands, or offshore sandy beaches.

Barrier ishtnd - an island separated from the mainland by a narrow body of
water or by a shallow, often marshy area.

Delta � a level, fan-shaped deposit formed at the mouth of a stream entering
a quiet body of water. lt may also be the area where a flooding
tide carries sea water into coastal sounds.

Estuarine system - an ecosystem that includes a marsh, an inlet or a source
of salt or brackish water, a lagoon, and a source of fresh water such
as a usually a drowned river.

Estuary - a semi-enclosed coastal body of water having free connections
with the open sea where sea water is measurably diluted by
freshwater runoff.

Hammock - a highly elevated area associated with marshes that contains
hardwood trees.

Inlet - an opening thai connects the sounds or lagoons with ocean water.

Irreguhtrly floode rnarshes - low areas along the coast that do not receive
tidal waters on a regular basis,

Lagoon � an area of quiet, shallow water between a barrier island and the
mainland.

Salt marsh - an area of low, wet land covered with grasses and inundated
by salt water frequently.

Mud flats � fla, compacted mud areas that are exposed between high and low
tide levels; usually in shallow sound areas.

Regularly flooded marshes - lowland tnarshes that receive salt water as Ihe
tides move in and out of the marsh areas.

Salt barren area - a small area beyond Ihc high tide mark that receives salt
water only at extreme high tides. The salt does not wash away, so
the arcs is too sahy for most plants lo grow.

Sound � the body of water between a barrier island and the mainland.
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Write the following geological terms in the order they occurred during the
geological making of an estuary/marsh sys tem,

estuary

volcanic activity

streams

glacier

warming trend

sand bar

3.

10,

inlet

ocean 12.

13.

weathering

mountain

14,

Your answers nuty vary slightly from your neigh ' B ~� to ia
your sequence of events.

storm

ice age

sediments

barrier island

Let's Make An Estuary
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Stratification of an Estuary

ObjectiveTo demonstrate how sea water is stratified into density layers with the
denser, saltier layers at the bottom.

ProcedureI.

Mix three separate concentrations of salt waler in three different containers.
The first concentration should be significantly denser than the second. One
of the beakers may contain only water. e.g.

2.
Add food coloring  different coloi s! to each beaker.

3.
Pour the more dense saltwater mixture into thc tall jar or graduated cylinder.
Next, slowly pour the second most dense saltwater mixture into the cylinder
on top of the bottom layer, being careful that mixing does not occur,
Finally, add the third layer of pure water, The column should contain three
separate layers of different colors, demonstrating the stratification of
seawater.

DISCUSSIOll

I.
Where would the top layer come from? The bottom layed  top, river; bouom.
sea!

2.

How would winds affect the stratifications?  mix up layers!

l,000 ml glass graduated Cylinder or tall jar/glaSS; Salt; water; food cOloring TeRCher PrepSFStIOll
� colors!,
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What are the Marshes Made OP.

ObjeCtiVeS To be able to label a diagram of a marSh with COrreCt parts.

To indicate the flow of water through a marsh/estuarine system,

Teacher Preparation Review thepartSOfamarshand, ifposSiblC, show one of the filmS OnmarsheS.

Explain the circulation within a marsh by river flow and tidal currents.

Procedure 1.
Label the diagram with Ihe following parts:

River, inlet; barrier island; spit; sand bar  above water!; shoal  underwater!;
marsh; mud fiat; maritime forest; hammock  island of trees in a marsh!;
tidal creeks; estuary  sound!; beach; grass flat  underwater!; tidal pools.

2.
Using a blue crayon, draw arrows to show the flow of water at ebb tide
 when it goes out!. Using a red crayon, draw arrows to show the flow of
water at flooding tide  when it comes in!,
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Resources

FilmS 1, "Crisis in the Estuary": 15 min,; color; Milner-Fcnwick Inc.

2. "Estusrine Heritage": 28 rni.; color; NOAA-free loan.

3. "Estuary: 28 ntin."; color; EPA-free loan; Modern Talking Pictures,

Printed MaterialS 1, Estuary - Whata Crazy Place. National Wildlife Federation. One copy
free, others are,25 cents apiece,

2. Evan, S,M, and J.M, Hardy, 1970. Seashore aud Sattd Dunes.
Heinemann investigations in Biology. Heinemann Education Books,
Ltd. 5 S, Union St., Lawrence, MA 01843. $2.50.

3. Gosner, Kenneth L. 1979. A Field Guide to the Atlatt tie Seashore,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston.

4. Pringle, Lawrence. 1973. Fstuaries, Where River Meets the Sea.
MacMillan Publishing Co., New York, NY, 50 pp.  Written for
junior high students.!

5. Reid, G. 1967. Ecology of Inland Waters aud Fstuaries. Reinhold
Publishing Corp., New York, NY.

6. Roberts, Mervin. 1979, The Tide Marsh Guide.. E.P. Duuon Co�NY,
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